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Abstract

Backscatter communication is an emerging wireless technology that recently has

gained an increase in attention from both academic and industry circles. The key

innovation of the technology is the ability of ultra-low power devices to utilize nearby

existing radio signals to communicate. As there is no need to generate their own ener-

getic radio signal, the devices can benefit from a simple design, are very inexpensive

and are extremely energy efficient compared with traditional wireless communica-

tion. These benefits have made backscatter communication a desirable candidate for

distributed wireless sensor network applications with energy constraints.

The backscatter channel presents a unique set of challenges. Unlike a conventional

one-way communication (in which the information source is also the energy source),

the backscatter channel experiences strong self-interference and spread Doppler clut-

ter that mask the information-bearing (modulated) signal scattered from the device.

Both of these sources of interference arise from the scattering of the transmitted

signal off of objects, both stationary and moving, in the environment. Additionally,

the measurement of the location of the backscatter device is negatively affected by

both the clutter and the modulation of the signal return.

This work proposes a channel coding framework for the backscatter channel con-

sisting of a bi-static transmitter/receiver pair and a quasi-cooperative transponder. It

proposes to use run-length limited coding to mitigate the background self-interference

and spread-Doppler clutter with only a small decrease in communication rate. The
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proposed method applies to both binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) and quadrature-

amplitude modulation (QAM) scheme and provides an increase in rate by up to a

factor of two compared with previous methods.

Additionally, this work analyzes the use of frequency modulation and bi-phase

waveform coding for the transmitted (interrogating) waveform for high precision

range estimation of the transponder location. Compared to previous methods, op-

timal lower range sidelobes are achieved. Moreover, since both the transmitted

(interrogating) waveform coding and transponder communication coding result in

instantaneous phase modulation of the signal, cross-interference between localiza-

tion and communication tasks exists. Phase discriminating algorithm is proposed

to make it possible to separate the waveform coding from the communication cod-

ing, upon reception, and achieve localization with increased signal energy by up to

3 dB compared with previous reported results. The joint communication-localization

framework also enables a low-complexity receiver design because the same radio is

used both for localization and communication.

Simulations comparing the performance of different codes corroborate the theo-

retical results and offer possible trade-off between information rate and clutter mit-

igation as well as a trade-off between choice of waveform-channel coding pairs. Ex-

perimental results from a brass-board microwave system in an indoor environment

are also presented and discussed.
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1

Introduction to Backscatter Communication

1.1 Point-to-Point Wireless Communication

We approach backscatter communication methodically through highlighting its dif-

ferences from the traditional point-to-point communication. We turn first to describ-

ing the fundamentals of point-to-point communication, as it will serve to demonstrate

some of its limitations and similarities with backscatter communication.

Point-to-point wireless communication has been developed based on the discovery

and harnessing of the physical phenomenon of Electromagnetic (EM) wave propaga-

tion. Electromagnetic wave propagation has been used for almost 150 years now for

wireless data communication, where Data is conveyed by modulating (altering) one

or more properties of an EM waveform. Waveform parameters that are commonly

used for such purposes are amplitude, frequency, phase, and polarization (see Proakis

(2000)).

The topology of a point-to-point wireless communication in its most basic form

1



consists of two dimensionless nodes in a simplex form: a transmitter that is interested

in conveying its data, and a receiver who is interested in receiving the data. The

transmitter contains a data source that generates an electronic signal containing the

data, an EM waveform generator that creates the basic waveform to be propagated

and a modulation unit that alters some properties of the EM waveform to reflect

changes in the data signal. The receiver has a demodulation unit used to separate

the data signal from the EM waveform and a data processing unit used to process

the data from its electronic data signal.

Another principal topology of point-to-point wireless communication is the bi-

directional (duplex) topology. In this topology two nodes are both interested in

conveying data to each other and also to receive data from each other. Functionally,

each node has all the functions of a receiver and all the functions of transmitter, also

dubbed transceiver.

Other types of wireless communication topologies involve multi-nodes communi-

cation. For example star, mesh, ring and tree are some examples. In general, multi-

node topologies can be viewed as specific cases of the more general bi-directional

(duplex) or simplex communication frameworks, although they involve unique signal

impairments and synchronization problems.

The use of point-to-point communication brings signal impairments which chal-

lenge the ability of the receiver to process the signal correctly and reconstruct the

sent data:

1. Attenuation such that the signal power is attenuated according to free-space

path loss using Friis transmission equation (1.1) (see Friis (1946)).

Pr
Pt

� GtGrp λ

4πR
q2 (1.1)
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where Pr is the power at the receive antenna, Pt is the power at the transmit

antenna, Gt and Gr are the antenna gain for the transmit and the receive

antenna respectively, λ is the wavelength and R is the distance between the

antennas.

2. Thermal noise which appears at the receiver as a result of thermal agitation

of the electrons. In an ideal receiver, this noise is uncorrelated with itself

(white) and uncorrelated with any of the other communication signals (i.e.

EM waveform, data signal). The noise power is linear with the temperature

(see Lathi (1998)).

3. Multipath propagation/ Inter-symbol interference which happens when

the transmitted signal reaches the receiver by more than one propagation path

as a result of reflection from intermediate objects. The resulting received sig-

nal is an overlap of all multi-path signal copies, each with different delay cor-

responding to the path traveled. In the perspective of symbols, one symbol

can overlap an earlier symbol with a shorter delay. This interference is highly

correlated with the transmitted signal (see Lathi (1998)).

4. Crosstalk which are other sources of EM waves, such as other communication

systems, natural EM sources, etc. These interferences can be partially corre-

lated with the transmitted signal, for example if similar signal characteristics

such as the frequency or modulation scheme are similar to the signal of interest

(see Johnson and Sethares (2004)).

5. Synchronization which is required between the transmitter and receiver, so

that the receiver can process the incoming signal with less uncertainty on some

of the signal parameters (e.g. carrier phase).

The Superheterodyne transmitter/receiver structure is a widely used hardware

3



architecture developed almost 100 years ago to allow flexibility and simplicity in the

design of receivers. The architecture employs the signal processing concept of Het-

erodyning or frequency mixing. A mixer, usually a transistor and formerly a vacuum

tube, would mix two signals at frequencies f1 and f2, creating two new signals, one

at the sum of the frequencies f1�f2 and the other at the difference of the frequencies

f1 � f2, also dubbed ’beat frequency’.

This principle allows to design a receiver/transmitter that operates at some inter-

mediate frequency (IF) f1 which is different (usually lower) than the radio frequency

(RF) that is actually being sent over the air f1 � f2, and being determined domi-

nantly by the carrier frequency f2. The benefits of this separation is better flexibility

in design of adjustable carrier frequencies, simpler filtering in lower frequency band

(IF) and less expensive hardware, now required to operate in a lower frequency band

(IF) (see Proakis et al. (1994)).

With the advances in hardware, communication devices became smaller and

cheaper to fabricate, creating a set of new application and use cases. One of the

major key aspects limiting the use of mobile device communication is the stringent

restriction of local energy storage and energy consumption rate. The research area of

efficient energy consumption communication is still an open research question with

a very active community spanning from materials engineering to advance batter-

ies storage capacity, efficient communication protocols with low overhead, efficient

hardware design (circuits that shuts themselves when not in use) and new signal pro-

cessing algorithms (sparse FFT) (see Bi et al. (2001)). Battery technology is limiting

the local energy storage as devices become smaller. Efficient consumption of energy

or energy policy usage might lengthen the operation of a device before a new source

of energy is installed or charging the depleted one. Hitherto, several communication

protocols have provided lower profile of communication with a goal of trading some

4



of the properties of communication (such as range of operation, communication rate,

latency etc.) with better usage of the energy resource. For example ZigBee proto-

col (IEEE 802.15.4 standard) uses the presence of spatially spread nodes to provide

efficient low-power multi-hop communication. Another example is Bluetooth low

energy (BLE) providing longer device lifetime operation on the expense of range and

communication rate.

1.2 Historical Origin of Backscatter Communication

The first reliable indication of a communication system being energized and acti-

vated by an outside energy source to convey information was first introduced in 1792

in France by Claude Chappe. The system, called ‘Napoleonic Semaphore’ or the

‘semaphore telegraph’, consisted of a network of towers each with pivoting mechan-

ical shutters, where information was encoded in the position of the shutters (see

Fig. 1.1). The system only functioned during the day and weather conditions per-

mitting good visual sight, relying entirely on the sun as an optical source of energy

(see Burns (2004)).

A later development from 1821 by Carl Friedrich Gauss in Göttingen, invented

the Heliograph (In Greek, ‘helios’ means sun and ‘graphein’ meaning ‘write’), which

was also based on optics. The concept uses a mirror with built-in shutter to reflect

the sun beam towards and away from the receiver, thus creating a pattern of flashes

encoding the information message (see Burns (2004) and Fig. 1.2).

Moving from the optical domain into radio signals, from 1935 and throughout

World War II, Germany and Britain used the technology of Identification Friend

or Foe (IFF) to distinguish friendly aircraft from enemy in the radar’s received sig-

nal. In this case, the outside energy source is a radar, emitting powerful EM waves.

The friendly aircraft is equipped with a device called ‘transponder’ which reflects
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Figure 1.1: An illustration showing the use of semaphore line. Source:
wikipedia.com

and modulate the backscatter radar signal with a unique signature which encodes

‘friend’. The radar processes the received modulated signal and for each target ex-

tracts if the unique signature was sent or not. It is worth mentioning the use of two

types of transponders: ’passive’, which simply modulates the reflected backscatter

with the signature and ‘active’, which also performs other changes to the backscatter

signal (e.g. increasing amplitude, adding delay) (see Greg (2015)).

In 1948, a seminal paper by Harry Stockman laid down the foundations of

backscatter communication, describing it as ‘Communication by means of reflected

power’. The paper provided an analysis and the experiential results from the per-

spective of a radar. It mostly concerns power calculations and hardware design of the
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Figure 1.2: A use of the heliograph. Source: wikipedia.com

reflectors, while modulation is performed using a mechanical oscillation (see Stock-

man (1948)).

1.3 Backscatter Communication - Concept and Topology

Backscatter wireless communication has been developed based on the discovery and

harnessing of the physical phenomenon of Electromagnetic (EM) backscatter. Elec-

tromagnetic backscatter is a physical phenomenon describing a reflection of an EM

waveform back towards the direction from which it come. Since the reflecting object

is in most cases not perfectly uniform, a specular reflection, such that follows a per-

fect mirror-like reflection, cannot be assumed. Rather, a scattering of the waveform
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will occur and diffuse reflection will result in reflections in multiple angles (see Grif-

fiths and College (1999)).

In a backscatter communication set-up, the source of the data is not the same as

the source of the EM waveform (as is the case with point-to-point communication).

An EM waveform source generates waveforms that propagate and illuminate the sur-

roundings, scattering and reflecting from objects around. An object residing in that

surrounding (often times called ‘transponder’ or ‘RF tag’) can convey/signal data

by altering (modulating) the backscatter reflections scattering from it. A receiver

residing in the same surrounding can receive the modulated reflections bouncing off

the object, process them and extract the underlying data encoded in the signal.

It is important to distinguish between two variants of backscatter communication:

• Mono-static topology - The receiver is also the source of the EM wave-

form. The receiver in this topology is sometimes called ‘interrogator’ (see

EPC Global US (2005)) or ‘reader’. It is assumed that all parameters of the

EM waveform signal (signal pattern, frequency, phase etc.) are known to the re-

ceiver. A slightly different version of this topology called ‘co-located’ topology,

has the transmitter and receiver very closely located but separated, regardless

of how they are synchronized.

• Bi-static topology - The receiver is independent and separated by physical

distance from the source of the EM waveform. Notice that literature sometime

refers also to the receiver in this topology as ’reader’. This topology is also

called ’Ambient backscatter’ (see Liu et al. (2013)) and in most cases the EM

source is non cooperative with the receiver, such that the receiver has less
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knowledge about the EM waveform (e.g. signal phase, specific signal pattern).

The focus of this work is on mono-static topology for the following reasons. First,

this topology is more established in terms of a well defined problem domain tied

with real world applications, it also focuses most of the research and has a solid

body of research work that is validated with elaborate experiments and industry

applications. Second, in order to handle impairments of the signal and especially

multi-path propagation (see section 2.7), it is better to be able to design an algo-

rithm that can incorporate exact knowledge and control over the transmitted signal.

In a sense of estimation theory, the estimation of parameters of interest (such as the

data of the RF tag signal) would become harder as there is more uncertainty present

in the problem (ambiguity about parameters of the EM waveform such as phase or

amplitude for example) (see Kay (1993)). Third, when designing a communication

system, it is often desired to have control of the serviced coverage area and reliability.

Relying on an outside emitter, or illuminators of opportunity, could limit the ability

to provide robust service coverage level.

Conceptually, backscatter communication can be perceived as a process of data

harvesting, where multiple RF tags are constantly ‘sprouting’ new data, the reader

is collecting the data by beaming a waveform into the field, where the reflection

comes back with the ‘harvested’ data to the reader.

1.4 RF Tags Concept of Operation

Key operation of backscatter communication lies in the ability of the remote RF tag

to signal valuable data by modulating the reflected backscatter. To that end, the

modulation can be achieved using controlled alteration of the reflection coefficient

of the RF tag. The reflection coefficient is defined as a complex ratio of the reflected
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wave to that of the incident wave

Γ � E�

E�
(1.2)

Another perspective for the modulation of the reflection coefficient can be viewed in

a change of the radar cross-section (RCS) of the RF tag (see Yen et al. (2007)).

This perspective will be useful when analyzing the RF tag modulation in terms of

radar localization performance in chapter 3.

The RF tag does not require to have a transmitter or amplifier hardware as in

point-to-point communication. Instead, the alteration of the reflection coefficient

can be implemented by switching between discrete loads connected to the RF tag’s

antenna (see Thomas et al. (2012)) to generate desired phase or amplitude mod-

ulated symbol. Alternatively, a phase shift module connected to the antenna can

also generate phase or amplitude modulated symbols (see Winkler et al. (2010)).

The effectively generated modulation will therefore be either Amplitude-shift keying

(ASK) or Phase-shift Keying (PSK). The RF tag does not need to know the exact

operating bandwidth of the EM transmitter, which makes the system design and

change of EM parameters easier. As long as the reader uses a frequency band which

is matched to the antenna and the microwave circuitry of the tag, the tag frequency

response should be indifferent to the interrogator frequency. However, when the fre-

quency band used by the reader is larger than the tag hardware frequency operation

range, this will cause incoherent attenuation and mismatch across the bandwidth

that needs to be considered in the design of the system.

There are three major classes of RF tags, defined by their method of operation:

• Passive - relying entirely on passive scattering, usually when the data does

not change over time (e.g. serial identification number as in RFID)
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• Battery assisted passive - fed by a local source of energy such as a capacitor

or battery which is used to operate local electronics/circuitry/micro-controller

to handle dynamic data (such as a sensor’s readings) that needs to be signaled

and the modulating signal. Energy consumption is considered ultra-low power

compared with transmitter equipped device, and can operate for very long

durations of time, in the order of years (see Polastre et al. (2005)). This class

is also sometimes called ‘semi-passive’.

• Active - employs a transmitter, similar to point-to-point communication de-

vices. It’s source of energy is fed by local battery, and energy consumption

is relatively high (see Polastre et al. (2005)). This allows for further process-

ing of the signal and higher signal to noise ratios (SNR) compared with the

semi-passive or passive methods of operation.

The very low profile demand on energy required for the operation of semi-passive

or active RF tags makes them a perfect candidate to be paired with energy har-

vesting techniques to achieve a totally battery-free communication system. Such

property is naturally highly desirable for a communication system. Energy harvest-

ing is a process that allows a device to extract energy from an external source such

as solar power, heat, acoustic vibrations or EM source (see Priya and Inman (2009)),

consume it immediately or store it locally (in a capacitor or a battery) for later use.

Extensive research has targeted the area of energy harvesting for the operation of

semi-passive tags with notable achievements (see Liu et al. (2013)). However, it is

important to stress out that the amount of energy collected is relatively small, and

there is a great dependence on the distance from the EM source which limits the

range of operation to an order of magnitude less than using semi-passive or active

RF tags.
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1.5 Backscatter Communication - A System Overview

When considering a communication system as a whole, backscatter communication

has certain advantages over point-to-point communication. Considering the commu-

nicating node and receiver in point-to-point communication, the backscatter topology

allows to offset energy, circuitry, complexity, size, cost and processing required for

communication to the receiver on the expense of the signaling node. This makes

sense for a system when the number of tags is an order of magnitude larger than the

number of readers.

Some system comparisons of backscatter and point-to-point communication:

• Low cost of nodes when the need is for a large number of nodes and relatively

small number of readers. The simple design of an RF tag with small amount of

hardware elements compared with a regular communication node (transmitter,

amplifier, battery etc.), makes the average cost per tag significantly lower. For

example, RF tags used for retail inventory are passive and carry only a serial

number (RFID). Their numbers are in the order of thousands or even millions

while the number of readers is usually in the order of hundreds (see Chawla

and Ha (2007)).

• Low energy consumption of nodes allows for the operation of nodes for extended

duration of time without servicing. There is no use of any local energy (in pas-

sive RF tags), or ultra low power consumption (in semi-passive RF tags) using

local battery or capacitor for use during the entire lifetime (no replacement or

charging of battery).

• Smaller form factor as there are less hardware elements.

• Smaller range of operation for the same transmitter power, since the signal has

to travel roughly twice the amount of distance as in point-to-point communica-
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tion (in mono-static topology), which translates to four times the attenuation

(see Friis (1946)).

• Signal impairments unique to backscatter communication, discussed later in

section 1.6.

When considering communication applications, the ultra-low power consumption

appeals to sensor data communication. With the advancement in fabrication, sen-

sors have become increasingly smaller and consume less energy (see Garfinkel and

Rosenberg (2006)).

This work considers the use of backscatter communication for the ultra high

frequency (UHF) band spanning 300 Mhz to 3 Ghz, which allows desirable EM

propagation for communication purposes. It also has a few bands dedicated to in-

dustrial, scientific and medical (ISM) applications which allow easy experimenting

and deployment.

1.6 Signal Impairments of Backscatter Communication

• Usually in point-to-point communication, the carrier and the modulation signal

are phase synchronized, so at the receiver, estimation of the carrier phase also

serves to estimate the symbols phase. This is not the case in backscatter

communication as the carrier phase depends on the parameters exogenous to

the RF tag, and will require two step phase estimation process.

• Clutter is a unique phenomenon of backscatter communication caused by the

EM source reflections not scattered off the tag. This is discussed and analyzed

in chapters 2 and 4.

• Multipath looks different than multipath of point-to-point communication.

This is discussed and analyzed in chapter 2.
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2

Communication Processing

2.1 CW signal processing overview

We would now turn into the logical description of a one-way backscatter communi-

cation system based on continuous-wave (CW). The system is comprised of a central

base station in mono-static topology and a single RF backscatter tag (multiple tags

analysis will be discussed in section 2.6). The goal of the system is to provide a reli-

able communication method minimizing energy consumption at the RF tag side by

using backscatter reflection. The system is assumed to be stationary but the exact

relative location of the RF tag is unknown to the reader. The reader transmits con-

stantly a perfect tone consisting of a single frequency or a sinusoid waveform, hence

continuous wave. While the CW is transmitted, the reader maintains an on-line

communication link, and can potentially receive all signaled data from the tag. The

received signal at the reader will contain the reflected CW tone attenuated and mod-

ulated with the RF tag modulation signal. Attenuation is a function of the distance

propagated (see equation (1.1)). The phase of the reflected CW will be depending on

the distance the wave propagated (see Griffiths and College (1999)) and will manifest
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as a constant phase difference between the transmitted and received CW, as long as

the system is mechanically static. The signal will therefore look very similar to a

received signal in a point-to-point communication system, where the carrier signal is

replaced with a backscattered CW.

Processing of the received signal is very similar to that of a receiver in point-

to-point communication. The receiver starts with recovering the carrier phase using

some algorithm (see Johnson and Sethares (2004)), this will ensure that no residues

of phase are left after de-mixing with the heterodyne receiver. After using the het-

erodyne, the signaled data symbols of interest are available. After filtering around

baseband to get rid of out-of-band noise and second harmonics, the signal passes

through symbols’ match filter to optimally detect symbols in white noise (see Lathi

(1998)). The next step is not used in point-to-point communication (as tracking

the phase of the carrier already gives the phase of the symbols) and it is estimating

and tracking the phase of the tag symbols in order to sample them correctly at the

symbols center. Various algorithms can be used for that (see Johnson and Sethares

(2004)). Then the matched filter output is sampled and passed through a threshold

to determine the associated bits.

2.2 FMCW signal processing overview

The use of other type of waveform for backscatter communication, and especially

wideband waveforms was suggested in recent research work (see Carlowitz et al.

(2013) and Cnaan-On et al. (2014)). In this framework the reader transmits a linear

frequency-modulated (LFM) continuous-wave (FMCW), which is a type of wave-

form widely used for radar and sensing (see Richards (2005)), also sometimes called

‘chirp’ and see Fig. 2.1. The transmitted signal consists of a train of back-to-back

pulses which each is a linear sweep in frequency with constant amplitude. The rate

of the pulses is called the ‘Pulse Repetition Frequency’ (PRF). The sweeps are cen-
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Figure 2.1: The LFM waveform envelope with pulse duration T � 1 s and band-
width B � 100 Hz

tered around some carrier frequency and span the bandwidth of the start and stop

frequency. The sweep can be increasing or decreasing in frequency.

The received signal at the reader will contain the reflected FMCW signal modu-

lated with the RF tag modulation signal. The reflected FMCW will be attenuated

and delayed in time because of propagating twice the distance from reader to the tag.

For the case when the time delay is shorter than the pulse duration, the receiver will

start receiving the backscattered pulse while still transmitting the end of the same

pulse. Comparing in real-time the transmitted and the received pulse will demon-

strate that the time delay will manifest as a constant frequency difference between

the transmitted and received signal, as long as the system is static (see equation 2.8).

Processing of the received signal is somewhat analogous to the heterodyne receiver.

First the received signal is de-mixed (‘de-chirped’) by mixing it with the currently

transmitted (and conjugated) pulse. The output for that processing is a single tone
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Figure 2.2: Example FMCW backscatter communication system

corresponding to the frequency difference between the transmitted and received sig-

nal (hence ‘range dependent carrier’), modulated by the tag modulating signal. The

next step is estimating the frequency and phase of the range dependent carrier using

some algorithm (see Johnson and Sethares (2004)), this will ensure that no residues

of constant or time-varying phase are left after de-mixing with the heterodyne re-

ceiver. The next steps are similar to those described earlier in CW.

When dealing with CW it is assumed to be narrowband signal, which means the

bandwidth of the modulated signal does not exceed the channel’s coherence band-

width (where the channel frequency response is considered flat). This is not naturally

the case in FMCW, as the bandwidth used can exceeds the channel coherence band-

width. The more bandwidth is assigned to the FMCW signal, the more distortion

the FMCW signal will suffer propagating through the channel. This effect therefore

needs to be considered in design and analysis of FMCW commutation system.

A diagram showing backscatter communication for data uplink from sensors in-

terrogated by a radar from some standoff distance is shown in Fig. 2.2. In this

scenario, a number of sensors are dispersed in an environment surveilled by a radar.
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Figure 2.3: Block diagram of system and signal processing framework

2.2.1 Comparison of Processing of FMCW and CW

A few differences between CW and FMCW are worth highlighting:

• The time delay of the received CW manifests as a constant phase shift from

the transmitted CW. In FMCW it manifests as a shift in frequency and phase

from the transmitted FMCW. This makes the FMCW receiver processing more

complicated.

• CW requires only a single heterodyne (frequency mixing) operation, while

FMCW requires two step of frequency mixing: de-mixing of the FM pulse

modulation and de-mixing of the range dependent carrier.

• In CW, tag could utilize the entire time to communicate regardless of the CW

phase. In FMCW however, the ‘edges’ of the chirp pulses can not necessarily

be utilized for tag communication. The de-mixing of the FM modulation will

mix at the beginning and the end of each a pulse a duration equivalent to the

time delay of the tag, where a received pulse is de-mixed with a neighboring

pulse (either before or after). See further discussion in section 2.2.3.
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2.2.2 FMCW as a Spread-Spectrum

By definition, spread-spectrum is a technique which takes a signal with some band-

width and spread it in the frequency domain, resulting in a signal with wider band-

width (see Proakis (2000)).

Previous work have addressed the use of spread-spectrum techniques for backscatter

communication. Frequency hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) have used a frequency

hopping of the CW center frequency according to some pseudo-random order of hop-

ping. It has been shown to mitigate interferences and some multipath fading (see

Banerjee et al. (2008)). Other work (see Durgin and Rohatgi (2008)) have used

spread-spectrum techniques by encoding the bits of the tag and thus shaping its

spectrum. This is also called direct-sequence spread spectrum (DSSS).

The use of FMCW with RF tag can be seen as a spread-spectrum communication

technique. In the case where FMCW is used with a tag, an overall spread-spectrum

communication is achieved. The spread-spectrum complexity is being implemented

in the reader, leaving the RF tag with simple narrowband hardware design.

Spread-spectrum using FMCW have been analyzed before in literature for point-

to-point communication. In Springer et al. (2000) the use of chirps is studied and

shown to make communication performance better against frequency selective fading.

Other work related to Ultra-wideband (see Dardari et al. (2010)), have shown better

area coverage, resilience to interferences, high multiple-access capability and ranging

resolution. In addition other benefits are hard to detect covert communication and

resistance to deliberate jamming (see Proakis (2000)).

2.2.3 FMCW Pulse-to-Pulse Coherence Effect on Receiver Utilization

For a train of increasing sweep (or decreasing sweep), the de-mixing at the receiver

will cause the overlapping area at the beginning and at the end of a pulse a discon-
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tinuity of frequency jump, equivalent to the FM bandwidth frng � B. The problem

effect might be small though, especially for short time delay, where the relative dis-

continuity duration is negligible; Utilization is Tp�2�τ
Tp

where Tp is the radar pulse

duration and τ is the time delay. Another perspective would be to measure utiliza-

tion not in time, but rather in terms of percentage of utilized symbols. In that case

it can be shown that increasing ratio of number of symbols per pulse makes symbol

utilization higher, as less symbols suffer from the described edge effect phenomenon.

Some possible remedies are:

• Utilizing these pulse edges regions is possible, by de-mixning these areas only

with an adjusted carrier frequency. This, however, requires estimating of the

time delays precisely by the receiver.

• Use some forward error correcting code (FEC) at the tag that will trade com-

munication rate with auto correction of these lost symbols.

• Decrease pulse utilization below 100%, thus earning the beginning overlap if

symbols gap is larger than tag time delay. This, however, does not help in

increasing the overall time utilization.

• Another approach is to alternate the FM sweep direction every pulse, such that

phase is continuous between pulses. De-mixing will cause the overlapping area

at the beginning and end of a pulse to have a different carrier frequency, which

is the negative of the range dependent frequency. The receiver in this case will

face similar processing challenge.

2.3 Signal Model of Backscatter Communication with FMCW

A block diagram of the proposed system is shown in Fig. 2.3. In this system, the

radar transmits a continuous stream of linear FMCW ‘chirps’ xptq. The sweep rate
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β � B{Tp, where B is the chirp bandwidth and Tp is the chirp duration, determines

the instantaneous bandwidth of the signal and is measured in units of Hz/s. A single

chirp is described as

xpptq � ej2πfct�jπβt
2 � rect

�
t

Tp

�
(2.1)

where fc is the center carrier frequency and rectrts is the rectangle function over

r�1
2
, 1

2
s. The LFM waveform is then

xptq �
8̧

n��8

xp pt� nTpq. (2.2)

The backscatter modulator in the sensor node is modeled as a single switch that

modulates the radar cross section (RCS) of an antenna between a number of values

to generate binary coded data (see Hansen (1989); Nikitin et al. (2007) and Thomas

et al. (2012)). This system model only considers semi-passive, or battery-assisted

passive, sensor nodes which use an onboard battery to supply DC power to the

sensor node electronics.

In the most basic implementation, the backscatter modulator switches between

two antenna loads with different impedances, i.e., open circuit (Γ � �1) and short

circuit (Γ � �1), corresponding to two constellation symbol states in a binary phase-

shift keying (BPSK) constellation. This modulation can also be viewed as amplitude-

shift keying (ASK) with two amplitude levels. Other PSK constellations are possible

and have been introduced in Thomas et al. (2012). A portion of the incident wave at

the antenna is reflected by the switched load due to the load impedance mismatch

and is re-radiated back to the radar (see Green (1963); Hansen (1989)). The switch

operates at the symbol rate, not the carrier frequency, so the switching transistors

need not be biased for gain at the RF carrier frequency. This minimizes power

consumption in the modulator (see Curty et al. (2007); Thomas et al. (2012)). The
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message signal driving the node switch is expressed as a series of symbols

mptq �
8̧

k��8

ak � p pt� kTbq (2.3)

where ak P t�1,�1u is the binary phase shift for symbol k and pptq is a rectangular

pulse of the symbol duration Tb representing a single symbol period. When using

bigger constellations of PSK, ak will take other values of phase shift. For example

in Quadrature Amplitude Shift Keying (QPSK) ak � tep2n�1q jπ
4 u, n � 0, 1, 2, 3.

The EM fields backscattered from node i are received at the radar with a time

delay τi � 2 � ri{c where c is the speed of light and ri is the range between node i

and the radar.

This work assumes that the node is either stationary, or moving slowly such that

the Doppler frequency shift is negligible within a single symbol period. The resulting

signal from node i received at the radar is

spt,riq � αpriq�

8̧

n��8

8̧

k��8

� chirps sent by radarhkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkj
xppt� nTp � τiq �

backscattered symbolshkkkkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkkkkj
akppt� kTb � τi

2
� δiq

� (2.4)

where αpriq is the attenuation due to the two-way backscatter path of length 2 � ri
and δi is the delay between the radar clock and the node’s clock.

The observed signal at the radar receiver also includes radar clutter as well as

multipath reflections of the backscattered signal (see detailed discussion in section

2.5.1). Radar clutter results from reflections of the transmitted chirp signal from

stationary elements in the surroundings (such as terrain features, walls, buildings,

etc.). The clutter can be modeled as a collection of point scatterers at different

ranges, so the cumulative clutter return at the radar is

cptq �
8̧

n��8

¸
cPC

αprcqxppt� nTp � τcq (2.5)
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with C representing the set of clutter points and τc � 2rc{c is the time delay associ-

ated with the range rc of a clutter point from the radar.

Other nodes are assumed to be operating simultaneously at different ranges r �
rr1, .., rGs

Spt, rq �
¸
gPG

spt, rgq (2.6)

where G is the set of all transmitting nodes and spt, rgq is the received signal from a

node residing at range rg as described by equation (2.4).

The total energy at the radar receiver’s input port is therefore assumed to be

the sum of all the aforementioned signals (see equations (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6)) with

additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) nptq, resulting in

rptq � spt, riq � cptq �
¸
gPG

spt, rgq � nptq

�
¸
iPG

αpriq
8̧

n��8

8̧

k��8

�
xp pt� nTp � τiq

� ak,i � p
�
t� kTb � τi

2
� δi

	�

�
8̧

n��8

¸
cPC

αprcqxp pt� nTp � τcq � nptq

(2.7)

where ak,i is the phase shift for symbol k of node i. Multipath reflections of the

backscatter signal create copies of spt, riq at multiple ranges resulting from the path

taken between the radar and node.

2.4 Receiver Processing of Backscatter Communication with FMCW

Processing the backscattered signal from the sensor nodes includes three steps. First,

a de-chirp process akin to range processing is employed to remove the FMCW mod-

ulation and obtain a baseband spectrum containing range-dependent subcarriers
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for each sensor node. Second, coherent demodulation using an estimated range to

the sensor node is employed to demodulate the range-dependent subcarrier. Third,

matched filter is employed to recover the sensor data stream.

2.4.1 De-chirp Process (De-mix of radar pulse)

To extract the sensor node uplink data, the first step is similar to range processing

where de-chirping via a cross-correlation between the received and transmitted signal

is performed. Given a backscatter return from node i at some time delay τi, the

de-chirp processing yields a corresponding baseband tone whose frequency fi is a

function of the time delay fpτiq. Thus, the received data uplink is

rdptq � αpriq
8̧

n��8

8̧

k��8

� node symbolshkkkkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkkkkj
akppt� kTb � τi

2
� δiq �

range induced subcarrierhkkkkkkikkkkkkj
ej2πβτipt�nTpq

�
.

(2.8)

2.4.2 Demodulating the Range Induced Carrier

The second step is to demodulate each sensor node uplink from the composite re-

ceived spectrum and to extract its individual spectrum. Given an initial estimate of

the node range (either from previous knowledge about the relative range of the tag

from the reader or by estimating the range using ranging techniques, see chapter 3),

the corresponding subcarrier frequency fi is estimated and used to demodulate the

communications signal. The conjugated carrier replica is e�j2πβτqt such that τq � τi.

This carrier replica is mixed with the de-chirped signal. The mixing products are

low pass filtered with a cut off at |f | ¤ 1
Tb

to recover the baseband signal originating
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from the i-th node.

rbptq � rdptq � e�j2πβτqpt�nTpq � αpriq
8̧

n��8

8̧

k��8

akppt� kTb � τi
2
� δiq � ej2πβpτi�τqqpt�nTpq

�loomoon
τq�τi

αpriq
8̧

k��8

akppt� kTb � τi
2
� δiq

(2.9)

Range estimation error in the demodulation process has a similar impact as carrier

frequency uncertainty in conventional systems (see Franks (1980)).

2.4.3 Matched Filtering to Recover Node Symbols

After removal of the range induced carrier, the baseband symbols are recovered via

matched filtering with an output rMFptq where

rMFptq �
»
rbpt� uqp�p�uq du

� αpriq
8̧

k��8

ak

»
p
�
t� kTb � τi

2
� δi � u

�
p�
��u� du

� αpriq
8̧

k��8

ak tri
�
t� kTb � τi

2

	

(2.10)

where pptq is a rectangular pulse, and trip�q is the triangle function. The phase offset

δi between the radar and the node can be estimated from a training preamble; a

variety of well known methods for estimating this offset may be applied (see Franks

(1980)). After standard sampling and thresholding of the matched filter output, the

data bits of the tag can be recovered.
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2.5 Coding Utilization for Clutter Filtering with FMCW

The following section discusses clutter when using CW or FMCW waveforms. Clutter

is modelled as static returns and two clutter mitigations algorithms are discussed.

Further discussion on spread Doppler clutter model and generalized waveform can

be found in chapter 4.

2.5.1 Clutter Reflections Model in CW and FMCW

In any backscatter communication the EM source emits waveforms which not all

are scattered from the RF tag. Some are being reflected from other objects in the

surroundings such as ground, walls, ceiling and other objects. These reflections are

called ‘clutter’ in radar jargon. Some reflections can scatter more than once before

reaching the receiver. These static reflections or ‘clutter’ returns can be viewed or

modeled as a collection of point scatterers that comprise all non tag related reflec-

tions being received by the receiver. Generally, the amount of clutter reflections

energy depends on the proximity, density and material of reflecting objects in the

environment. For example, indoor environment produce a lot of clutter reflections,

while outdoor usually has lower levels of clutter reflections. High levels of clutter,

similar to noise, will obscure the signal of interest. One metric for that is the signal

to clutter plus noise power ratio (SCNR), which resembles the signal to noise power

ratio (SNR). Some simple methods of clutter filtering are to use directional trans-

mit and/or receive antennas or to use phased antenna array processing to minimize

scattering from clutter points. Statistically, clutter is uncorrelated with the RF tag

symbols, but highly correlated with the EM source.

When CW is used, each clutter reflecting point will be received by the receiver as

an a attenuated version of the transmitted CW with phase constant phase shift from
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the transmitted CW. The attenuation and phase shift are functions of the distance

traveled before arriving at the receiver (see equation (1.1) and Griffiths and College

(1999)). After heterodyne de-mixing, each clutter point will effectively produce a

constant phase added to the receiver output, and when added all together it yields

the ‘clutter profile’ of that specific environment.

When FMCW is used, each such reflecting point will be received by the receiver

as an a attenuated and time delayed version of the transmitted signal. The atten-

uation and time delay are functions of the distance traveled before arriving at the

receiver (see equation (1.1) and Griffiths and College (1999)). After de-mixing with

the transmitted FMCW signal, each clutter point will effectively produce a tone

with frequency and phase, corresponding to that clutter point time delay, that will

be added to the receiver output. Thus, clutter from a set of point scatterers will

manifest, after processing, as a continuum of uncorrelated sinusoids at the receiver

output (de-chirped domain and see subsection 2.4.1), which in the time domain ap-

pears noise-like. Assuming the point scatterers are stationary (with zero or near-zero

Doppler shift), the output of the de-chirp process due to clutter will be identical from

chirp to chirp, acting as a cyclo-stationary process. This can be observed in Fig. 2.4

In CW, which is the dominantly used technique for backscatter communication,

the effect of clutter is minimal. As described in section 2.5.1, after heterodyne de-

mixing at the receiver, each clutter point will effectively produce a constant phase

added to the receiver output, and when added all together it yields the ‘clutter profile’

of that specific surroundings. Since this addition to the signal of interest from a tag

is constant over time, it is possible for the receiver to correct for the constant phase

shift by shifting the PSK constellation, which is a common task in communications

(see Proakis (2000)). In FMCW, clutter has different effect and handling it needs to

be done differently.
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Figure 2.4: Simulated clutter return in FMCW system, when observed after de-
chirping the radar pulse

2.5.2 Modeling Clutter as Cyclo-Stationary Process in FMCW

In a typical scenario where the spatial density of sensor nodes is low, the total

amount of clutter energy will far exceed the amount of energy backscattered from

nodes. Clutter from a set of point scatterers manifests as a continuum of uncor-

related sinusoids in the de-chirped baseband spectrum, which in the time domain

appears noise-like (and see section 2.5.1). However, assuming the point scatterers

are stationary (with zero or near-zero Doppler shift), the output of the de-chirp pro-

cess due to clutter will be identical from chirp to chirp, acting as a cyclo-stationary

process. Leveraging this observation, moving target indication (MTI) processing

was developed for rejecting stationary clutter (see Richards (2005)). In the simplest

MTI implementation, the de-chirped baseband return profile of chirp pn� 1q is sub-

tracted from chirp n. Stationary clutter, which is identical from chirp to chirp, is

thus rejected.

It is worth noting that under realistic conditions, as the radar pulse duration Tp
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Figure 2.5: Simulated baseband spectrum for the line coding of algorithm 1 with
(a) M � 2 and no coding for comparison, and (b) M � 8

increases, clutter returns from consecutive pulses may no longer be assumed to be

identical. From a practical perspective, it is therefore beneficial to opt for a shorter

radar pulse duration as MTI clutter mitigation is more robust.

2.5.3 Algorithm 1, Line-Coding Across Exact Neighboring Chirps

The clutter suppression of MTI processing is leveraged to implement a simple line

coding technique that allows the desired node uplink signal to be separated from

the stationary clutter. In this technique, the node transmits a set of symbols corre-

sponding to a desired message block of length M (the number of symbols per chirp

duration) which occupies the entire duration of the chirp over e.g., 0   t ¤ Tp. On

the following chirp duration (e.g., Tp   t ¤ 2 � Tp), the node transmits a negated

version of the same set of symbols, such that ak � �ak�M . This coding then con-

tinues for the next pair of chirp pulses. The radar receiver decodes each pair of

received baseband series by subtracting the second from the first. Stationary clutter

is thus removed (as in standard MTI processing) while the decoded symbols are now

enhanced as they have twice unit energy. For example, consider a trivial case of

sending a message comprised of 4 symbols with this method:

first chirphkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkj
p�1 � 1 � 1 � 1q�

second chirphkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkj
p�1 � 1 � 1 � 1q ùñ

decodedhkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkj
p�2 � 2 � 2 � 2q

More formally, the decoding is performed on the received node signal-plus-clutter
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after the de-chirp process (see section 2.4.1) and before demodulation with the range

induced carrier 2.4.2:

rdptq �
¸
n

�
αpriq

8̧

k��8

�
akppt� kTb � τi

2
� δiq

� ej2πβτipt�nTpq��¸
cPC

αprcqej2πβτcpt�nTpq

 (2.11)

This approach is a chirp-to-chirp coherent subtraction by processing chirp pairs yield-

ing

rdecodeptq �
¸

odd n

(2.12)

�
αpriq

8̧

k��8

�
2akppt� kTb � τi

2
� δiq

� � ej2πβτipt�nTpq


This line-coding approach results in each symbol of the message having twice the unit

energy, while stationary clutter drops out. A simulated baseband spectrum showing

this effect for message lengths M � 2 and M � 8 is provided in Fig. 2.5.

In this coding method the RF tag must be synchronized with the pulse repetition

frequency (PRF) phase of the FMCW signal in order for the coding to be exactly

inverting the bits on a neighboring chirp. This requirement will require an addi-

tional hardware to handle the synchronization and will be costly in terms of energy.

Therefore the developed algorithm 2 can relax the requirement for synchronization

by using differential instead of relative encoding.

2.5.4 Algorithm 2, Differential Line-Coding

Differential line-coding uses similarly to the relative line-coding, the fact that the

clutter can be modeled as a cyclo-stationary process. Instead of coding the bits

relatively to their location in a chirp, they will be now encoded differentially with

the chirp duration separation. This will not require a synchronization or estimation
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Figure 2.6: Differeential Line-coding technique for clutter mitigation

with the PRF phase, but will require the PRF rate. In a system where the PRF is

a design parameter, this value should be available also for the tags in their set-up

process. The algorithm in the bit domain uses Exclusive OR (XOR) operation for

bits encoding and decoding. See Fig 2.6.

Encoding: bn � bn�M ` an (2.13)

Decoding: ân � bn�M ` bn (2.14)

(2.15)

where an is bit n of the data to be signaled, bn is bit n of the decoded data, M is

the number of symbols per radar pulse and ân is the nth bit of the recovered data

However, the clutter filtering and line-decoding is performed in the analog do-

main. There, the signals subtraction creates 3 levels of voltage pp�1q � p�1q �
�2, p�1q � p�1q � �2, p�1q � p�1q � 0 or p�1q � p�1q � 0q rather than 2 (see

Fig. 2.7). The result maintains same SNR as uncoded signal as the increase in gap

between levels is offset by the increase of number of decision regions.

2.6 Backscatter Communication Multiple Access and Collision Avoid-
ance

In many scenarios, it is required that more than a single RF tag will be operating

in a given interrogation zone. For the common case that CW or FMCW is used,
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Figure 2.7: Simulation and analyical results of decoded signal using differential
Line-coding. Decision region boundaries are marked as dashed lines.

all of these tags will be backscattering simultaneously towards the reader. From the

perspective of the reader, collisions of multiple tags occurs when two tags backscatter

on the same time, causing cross interference and in many cases inability of the reader

to separate between tags data streams. Throughput of tags reading has been shown

to reduce rapidly when the number of tags inside an interrogation zone is increased

(see Su et al. (2010)).

Literature have also addressed the case when multiple readers interrogate simultane-

ously a given zone. For example Mohsenian-Rad et al. (2009) explores such sharing

algorithm. This work, due to space limitations, does not address the case of more

than one reader.

Collision avoidance or collision recovery are active research areas addressing this is-

sue. The work in Wang et al. (2012) developed a method of seeing RF tags collision

as a code and decoding is being done using compressive sensing algorithm. The work

in Angerer et al. (2010) demonstrate a method of recovering data from a collision

on the physical layer, by separating tags signals on the I/Q (In-phase/quadrature)

plane and also spatially by using multiple reader antennas. The work in La Porta
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et al. (2011) analyzes a Media-Access Control (MAC) layer algorithm based on tree

structure and on the commonly used ALOHA algorithm. It is worth mentioning

here that the anti-collision algorithm used in the EPCglobal Gen2 standard used

for many RFID applications, is the framed slotted ALOHA (FSA) based on discrete

time-slots assignment (see EPC Global US (2005)).

2.6.1 Multiple Access with FMCW

As described in section 2.3, the sensor node’s data stream appears in the de-chirped

baseband as double-sideband amplitude shift keying (ASK) or phase shift keying

(PSK) modulation of a subcarrier corresponding to the distance from the radar to

the node. Therefore, the signal from the i-th node is centered around fi as shown

in the spectrum of Fig. 2.8. In this figure, the node transmits at symbol rate 1{Tb
which sets the occupied bandwidth. The subcarrier and occupied bandwidth of a

single RF tag can be viewed as a channel in the frequency domain. Multiple tags at

other ranges will result at many such channels that can operate simultaneously.

The backscattered signal from the nodes can be generally described as an infinite

train of random symbols with a binary ASK or binary PSK modulation. The simple

binary-switch modulator initially shown in Fig. 2.2 produces unshaped, rectangular

symbols due to the near-instantaneous switching of the antenna between two load

impedances. Fourier analysis of these signals (see Stern and Mahmoud (2003)) yields

a closed form derivation of the averaged spectrum

Gpfq � A2Tb sinc2pπfTbq (2.16)

where A is the pulse amplitude and Tb is the symbol duration. Approximately 90%

of the signal energy is concentrated in the � 1
Tb

range around the node’s subcarrier

frequency. The amount of upper-sideband energy in the range of 1
Tb
¤ f ¤ 2

Tb
(or

equivalently in the lower sideband � 2
Tb

¤ f ¤ � 1
Tb

) is only � 2.5%, or �16 dB
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Figure 2.8: Simulated received power spectrum of node transmitting at rate 1{Tb �
10 kHz at range of 15 m corresponding to a range subcarrier of 20 kHz
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Figure 2.9: Simulated baseband energy spillover between adjacent nodes

relative to the in-band energy. In the case of two neighboring nodes, separated

exactly by the range bound and transmitting at the same rate, the adjacent channel

energy in the nearest neighbor’s channel is suppressed by the same 16 dB. Figure

2.9 illustrates this spillover between adjacent nodes. Nodes ‘a’ and ‘b’ are separated

exactly by the range bound while nodes ’a’ and ’c’ are spaced farther apart in range.

The shaded areas represent the energy spillover into node ‘a’ baseband spectrum.
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2.6.2 Upper Bound on Node Spatial Density and Node Data Rate using FMCW

The minimum spacing (in range) for nodes that avoids aliasing in the de-chirped

baseband during simultaneous transmission is considered. We assume nodes are

spaced in range by ∆rmin. The respective frequency spacing between range-induced

subcarrier frequencies is then

f1 � f2 � ∆fr � β∆τ � B

Tp

2∆rmin

c
(2.17)

Assuming node 1 transmits at symbol rate 1{Tb1 while node 2 transmits at symbol

rate 1{Tb2 , to prevent spectral overlap between the two nodes the system must satisfy

B

Tp

2∆rmin

c
¥
�

1

Tb1
� 1

Tb2

�
(2.18)

This bound provides a fundamental trade-off between node data rate, node range

separation and the bandwidth of the LFM radar waveform. In other words, uplink

rate is bounded by the range difference between simultaneously transmitting nodes.

Also, as the bandwidth of the LFM radar waveform is increased, the symbol rate

at which the nodes can transmit without causing spectral overlap with neighboring

nodes also increases.

2.7 Multipath Propagation Analysis in CW and FMCW

Multipath propagation happens when the backscattered RF tag signal reach the

receiver by more than one propagation path as a result of reflection from an inter-

mediate object. The resulting received signal is an overlap of all multi-path signal

copies, each with other delay corresponding to the path traveled. The shortest pos-

sible path is called ‘line-of-sight’ (LOS) and it refers to EM traveling in straight line

from the EM source to the RF tag and backscattered back towards the receiver in

a straight line as well. Geometrically, using the triangle inequality, it can be argued
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that when a line of sight exists (such that EM can travel in a direct path without any

blockage), it will be with the shortest delay of all other multipath and its delay will

corresponds directly with the actual distance between the tag and the EM source.

Multipath reflections are highly correlated with both the transmitted EM signal and

the tag modulation signal.

When CW is used, multipath would appear at the input of the receiver as a sum

of different delayed signals of the CW modulated with the tag modulation signal.

After de-mixing with the transmitted CW, the signal will contain a summation of

the tag modulating signal delayed and residue of constant phase contributed from

the delayed CW de-mixing (same delay as the tag modulating signal). At this point

the multipath will become what is known in point-to-point communication as the

Inter-symbol interference (ISI), which would look as duplicate delayed copies of each

symbol corresponding to each multipath, see the ‘eye diagram’ which visually mea-

sure that in Fig. 2.10. The amount of ISI will determine the ability of the receiver

to correctly recover the original modulation signal (see Lathi (1998)). For example

in an indoor surroundings, the amount of multipath is high and the original sym-

bol might not be recoverable as is. Methods of equalization (see Proakis (2000)) or

channel estimation would be able to minimize the ISI effect (and see Bharadia et al.

(2015)).

When FMCW is used, multipath would appear at the input of the receiver as a

sum of different delayed signals of the FMCW modulated with the tag modulation

signal. After de-mixing with the transmitted FMCW, the signal will contain a sum-

mation of the tag modulating signal delayed and mixed with range induced carrier

contributed from the delayed FMCW de-mixing (same delay as the tag modulating

signal). At this point each multipath will contain the tag modulating signal centered
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Figure 2.10: Measured eye diagram for RF tag backscatter

around a different range induced carrier.

2.7.1 Backscatter Communication Multipath Mitigation Overview

The work in Wang and Katabi (2013) explores the use of Synthetic Aperture Radar

(SAR) created via antenna motion to create multipath profile and used Dynamic

Time Warping (DTW) to separate between tag neighbors that exhibit similar mul-

tipath profile. The work in Lunglmayr and Huemer (2010) proposes a least squares

equalization that uses linear method to equalize the channel and utilize the multipath

signals to increase overall signal to noise ratio (SNR). The work in Griffin and Dur-

gin (2009b) have provided detailed measurements of multipath fading with various

multiple antennas settings. The work in Ingram et al. (2001) have explored a way to

reduce multipath fading through antenna diversity which uses multiple antennas at

the reader to provide spatially separated diversity. The work in Griffin and Durgin

(2008) have explored a way to reduce multipath small-scale fading through antenna

diversity which uses multiple antennas at the RF tag to provide spatially separated

diversity.
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2.7.2 Modeling of Multipath Reflections in FMCW

For a single tag, with some Q multipath reflections of different path lengths r �
rr1, .., rQs

Spt, rq �
¸
qPQ

spt, rqq (2.19)

where Q is the set of all multipath (including line of sigth (LOS) if exists) and spt, rqq
is the received signal from a multipath with path length of rq as described by (2.4).

2.7.3 Use of Spectral Filtering for Partial Mitigation of Multipath in FMCW

As described earlier in section 2.7, in FMCW the multipath causes interference or

fading to the received tag signal. After the de-chirp process multipath will manifest

as overlap of the modulating signal bandwidth in the frequency domain with other

multipath modulating signal bandwidth on another range induced carrier. By filter-

ing around the bandwidth of the desired carrier (as described in section 2.6.1), it is

possible to partially filter other multipath signals, but not entirely.

2.8 Experimental Results

To validate this approach, a brass-board bistatic S-band radar and accompanying

backscatter sensor nodes were constructed. A block diagram of the system is shown

in Fig. 2.3, with the digital processing blocks implementing the algorithms described

above. The radar transmits at a center frequency of 2.45 GHz with a bandwidth of

40 MHz and a chirp rate of 5 kHz.

The radar’s LFM waveform is generated using an Agilent N4181A RF signal gen-

erator utilizing the onboard FM option, modulated by an Agilent 33220A arbitrary

waveform generator configured to generate a sawtooth linear ramp at baseband.
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Figure 2.11: Photograph of experimental radar setup in 60 m indoor hallway

The LFM signal is amplified using a MiniCircuits ZRL-3500+ power amplifier to a

conducted power level of 26 dBm and transmitted through an L-COM HG2420EG

antenna with 20 dBi gain and horizontal polarization. A photograph of this setup is

shown in Fig. 2.11.

The semi-passive backscatter nodes were realized using a Hittite HMC241LP3 RF

switch and an L-COM HG2414P 14 dBi S-Band patch antenna. The baseband data

applied to the RF switch is provided by another Agilent 33220A arbitrary waveform

generator controlled by a PC running Matlab. This method of data generation was

chosen for increased flexibility in testing the communication link. In practice, data

would be passed to the modulator using a low-power microprocessor or FPGA.

For the radar’s receiver, a second L-COM HG2420EG antenna is used in a bistatic

configuration in conjunction with a Mini-Circuits ZRL-3500+ RF amplifier with

20 dB gain and 2.5 dB noise figure. The received signal is de-chirped in hardware,

with a copy of the transmitted signal feeding the LO port of a Linear Technologies
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LT5575 I/Q demodulator. The de-chirped complex baseband spectrum is passed to

an Agilent DSO8104 oscilloscope which is used for data capture. Digital processing

is performed in Matlab as outlined in Fig. 2.3.

Operation of the system was first validated and characterized in an anechoic

chamber and then in an indoor hallway with a maximum length of approximately

60 m. At this output power, based on the parameters in Table 2.1, a maximum

theoretical operating distance of 2 km is expected for the system to yield a SNR of

10 dB corresponding to ¤ 10�3 bit error rate for BPSK signaling from a single node.

The differential radar cross-section (DRCS) ∆σ of 4.76 dBsqm was found using the

relation

∆σ � λ2G2
ant.

4π
|ρ1 � ρ2|2

where Gant. is the antenna gain (14 dBi), and ρ1,2 are the power reflection coefficients

(see Nikitin et al. (2007)). In this brass-board, the range limitation is due mainly to

the dynamic range of the 8-bit ADCs in the Agilent DSO8104 oscilloscope used for

baseband data capture. Another limitation introduced by the use of the oscilloscope

is limited baseband sample length; only 8 Mpts of data can be acquired in a single

capture. One significant consequence of the limited baseband sample length is the

inability to measure long runs of data; thus the BER measurements we present should

be considered upper bounds on the true BER.

2.8.1 Single Node In View

Experimental results with a single node uplink at 30 meters in the test hallway are

shown in Fig. 2.12. The spectrum of the de-chirped baseband signal is shown in

the light trace. The dominant components of the baseband spectrum are the peaks

corresponding to stationary clutter in the hallway (multipath along the hallway),

due to the periodicity of the clutter signal induced by the repetitive nature of the
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Figure 2.12: Measured power spectrum of received signal before (light) and after
(dark) clutter filtering with node signal is centered around subcarrier of fi = 40 kHz,
parameters used: fc=2.45 GHz, B=40 MHz, Tp=20 ms, Tb=40 ms
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Figure 2.13: Measured received signal waveform after removal of range induced
carrier and clutter (dark) and transmitted signal waveform (light), parameters iden-
tical to Fig. 2.12

radar chirps. The signal of interest (SOI) from the sensor node is masked by the

clutter in the de-chirped signal, but can be recovered by differencing chirp pairs as

discussed above. The resulting SOI is clearly visible in the dark trace. The time

domain digital data recovered after removing the range induced subcarrier is shown

in Fig. 2.13. The measured bit error rate (BER) is known to be   4 � 10�3 (zero

errors were observed, but limited oscilloscope sample length prevented measurements

below this BER).
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Figure 2.14: Measured received power spectrum of two nodes simultaneously trans-
mitting (top), filtered baseband power spectrum of nodes after range separation
(middle row) and recovered data waveform versus transmitted signal waveform prior
to matched filtering (bottom row)

2.8.2 Multiple Nodes in View

Fig. 2.14 presents the result of an experiment demonstrating the recovery of two

backscatter nodes in view simultaneously. In this experiment, each node is signaling

at a rate of 1{Tb = 10 kHz and experimental parameters are otherwise similar to previ-

ously described experiments (fc=2.45 GHz, B=40 MHz, 1{Tp=5 kHz, 1{Tb=10 kHz).

Since only a single physical node was available for the experiment, the node was

positioned at two separate distances and the de-chirped baseband was captured at

each distance. The distances of 15 m and 33 m were chosen to satisfy the range

bound previously derived for the given data rate. The raw baseband signals were

then summed together to generate the test signal. This quasi-realistic model is

expected to be representative of the two-node case because the channel is linear and

the raw complex baseband signals are added in-phase.
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Figure 2.15: Measured eye diagram for (a) node at 15 m and (b) node at 33 m

The top row of Fig. 2.14 shows the two-tag baseband power spectrum before

(dark) and after (lighter) clutter mitigation and demodulation with the range-induced

subcarriers for the two nodes (highlighted with dashed lines). Ranges to nodes were

found over-the-air by examining the range-Doppler space while nodes transmitted

a slow (1{Tb   1{Tp) preamble (01010101 repeated). After clutter mitigation and

demodulation with the two range-induced subcarrier replicas, the resulting baseband

signal was then filtered using a low-pass filter with a cutoff of fcutoff � 1{Tb to re-

move out-of-channel energy. The filtered baseband power spectrum for both tags are

shown in the middle row of Fig. 2.14. The time-domain recovered data is shown in
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Table 2.1: Example FMCW Backscatter Link Budget

Radar output power Pt +26 dBm
Radar antenna gain Gt, Gr 20 dBi
Carrier wavelength (freespace) λ 12.2 cm
Node Differential RCS ∆σ 4.76 dBsqm (est.)
Node Bandwidth Limit BW 100 kHz

the bottom row of Fig. 2.14 in black, overlaid with the transmitted data in gray. Due

to the increased range, the signal from the farther node (33 m) suffers from a lower

signal-to-noise ratio, but the recovered data still faithfully follows the transmitted

signal. This effect can be observed more clearly in the eye diagrams for each node

shown in Fig. 2.15. After matched filtering, all bits were compared to the transmitted

bits and no bit errors were observed within the limits of the capture buffers (BER

  4 � 10�3).
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3

Localization

3.1 Localization Processing with FMCW

The model for the received signal at the receiver input as described earlier in chapter

2 is

rptq � spt, riq � cptq �
¸
gPG

spt, rgq � nptq (3.1)

where spt, riq is the backscattered signal from node i, cptq is the set of clutter points

returns, G is the set of all transmitting nodes and spt, rgq is the received signal from

a node residing at range rg and nptq is additive Gaussian white noise.

Range localization of the node is achieved by pulse compression. In this process,

the cross-correlation between the received signal rptq and the transmitted chirp pulse

signal xptq in the time domain is computed (see Richards (2005))

rdptq � xr, xyptq �
» 8

t1��8

rpt1qx�pt� t1qdt1. (3.2)

This correlation is typically performed as a two-step process: 1) de-chirping or de-

ramping, and 2) Fourier transform in fast time. The outcome of the de-chirp process
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is

rdptq �
¸
iPG

αpriq
8̧

n��8

8̧

k��8

� backscattered symbolshkkkkkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkkkkkj
ak,ippt� kTb � τi

2
� δiq �

range induced subcarrierhkkkkkkikkkkkkj
ej2πβτipt�nTpq

�

�
¸
cPC

αprcq
8̧

n��8

clutter point-scatterer returnhkkkkkkikkkkkkj
ej2πβτcpt�nTpq�ñptq

(3.3)

where τi is node i delay, δi is delay between the radar’s clock and the node’s clock

and ñptq is AWGN.

For a return at some time delay τi, the de-chirp processing associates a corre-

sponding induced tone whose frequency fi is a function of that time delay τi. The

exact range of the node of interest can then be recovered via a discrete Fourier

transform and the relation

fi � β � τi � 2Bri
cTp

(3.4)

In the case of a single scatterer point (such as a clutter point or an inactive sensor

node), a single tone will be present in the received signal after pulse compression that

corresponds to the time delay. However, in the case of an actively-backscattering

sensor node, the signal contribution is a time-domain multiplication of the node

signal mptq and the range induced subcarrier ej2πβτit. Backscattering sensor node

signals thus appear in the de-chirp outcome as a bandpass process centered around

fi as shown in Fig. 2.8. Thus, the time delay τi leads to a range-dependent subcarrier

for the backscattered signal.

3.1.1 Enhanced Range Accuracy through Slow Rate Modulation

To maximize range estimation accuracy, a low-rate (compared to the waveform rep-

etition frequency) preamble signal (e.g., 101010) is pre-pended to the sensor data.
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Figure 3.1: Measured amplitude-range-Doppler surface plot (dB) recovered from
a node at 4 m sending the preamble (1010...) at 1{Tb � 10 Hz and a chirp rate of
1{Tp � 1 kHz

This preamble concentrates the signal energy from the sensor node within a small

group of range bins to enhance the separation of the node return from ground clutter.

An example of a range-Doppler surface for a backscattered continuous-preamble sig-

nal is shown in Fig. 3.1. In this figure, the sidebands of the node’s response are seen

in the highlighted area. The modulation due to the preamble pushes the node re-

sponse away from the zero Doppler area dominated by stationary or near-stationary

clutter.
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3.2 FMCW Localization Performance Analysis Through the Aver-
aged Cross-Ambiguity Function

The use of Frequency-Modulated Continuous-Wave (FMCW) allows to achieve simul-

taneous ranging and communication with backscatter transponder. The ability to

estimate the range of such transponder depends on the radar waveform parameters.

However, unlike in radar, the modulation alters the returned basckscatter. Range

estimation then becomes non trivial, and its performance depends on the signaling

parameters of the transponder. The radar ambiguity function (see Skolnik (2002))

has been used extensively to evaluate distortions in range and Doppler estimation of

radar receiver. For radar, the lower bound on ranging estimation can be derived as

a function of the ambiguity function of the radar system (see Trees (1992)). More

precisely, it calculates the second partial derivative (the curvature) of the ambiguity

manifold surface.

The ambiguity function in its basic form is

χpτ, vq �
» 8

�8

uptqu�pt� τq expt�j2πvtudt (3.5)

where τ is the time delay, v is the Doppler shift, uptq is the radar transmitted

signal and � is the complex conjugate operation, and see Fig. 3.2.

In our case the ‘target’ is modulating, so traditional format of the ambiguity

function does not encompass these structured fluctuations. If we assume that per

single chirp, the sensor modulatesM symbols, there are 2M unique symbols sequences

(for QPSK, 4M). The Average Complex Ambiguity Function (ACAF) (see Stinco

et al. (2012)) averages over all possible symbol sequences reflections. In addition,

the sent and received signal are not symmetric, hence the use of the cross ambiguity

function (see Cohen (1972)).
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Figure 3.2: An ambiguity function of LFM pulse

The Average Complex Ambiguity Function (ACAF) takes the form of

χpτ, vq � Etχcpτ, vqu

χcpτ, vq �
» 8

�8

uptqr�c pt, τq expt�j2πvtudt
(3.6)

where c is the sequence of symbols signaled by the tag and rc is the received

signal at the receiver containing the return radar signal and the tag modulation.

For the case of radar FMCW signal and modulating tag the Average Complex

Ambiguity Function (ACAF) is derived. The unit energy complex envelope of the

transmitted signal (a single FM pulse)

uptq � 1apTpq
exppjπ B

Tp
t2qrect

� t
Tp

�
(3.7)
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where B is the radar bandwidth, Tp is the radar pulse duration, Tb is the tag

symbol duration, τ is the target delay, M � Tp{Tb amd cm is modulation of symbol

m. The modulation signal of the RF tag is

mptq � 1?
M

M�1̧

m�0

cmppt�mTbq (3.8)

where for BPSK cm P tej0, ejπu
The backscatterd received signal is (relative to receiver hypothesized time delay

τH and veloctiy vH)

spt, τ, vq � upt� τq exppj2πvtq �mptq (3.9)

The modified ambiguity function (for a given symbols sequence c)

χcpτ, vq �
» 8

�8

uptqs�pt, τqdt

�
» 8

�8

uptqu�pt� τq expp�j2πvtqm�ptqdt
(3.10)

Evaluating the absolute square value

|χcpτ, vq|2 � χcpτ, vq � χ�c pτ, vq (3.11)

� 1

M3
sinc2pTbγq �

M�1̧

m�0

M�1̧

m�0

c�mcn exprj2πTbγpm� nqs (3.12)

where γ � p B
Tp
τ � vq

which can be viewed as the ambiguity function of radar FM pulse multiplied by

the power spectral density (PSD) structure of RF tag signal mptq skewed by a factor

of p B
Tp
τ � vq. A visual intuition can be seen in Fig. 3.3.

The following evaluations of the averaged complex ambiguity function, are drawn

according to different parameters depending on the RF tag baseband signal modu-

lation and the radar signal.
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Figure 3.3: Cross ambiguity function of backscatter communication

ACAF of different symbol sequences (assuming M � 8 symbols per radar pulse) in

Fig. 3.4

ACAF of different radar FM frequnecty sweep rate in Fig. 3.5

ACAF of different symbols rate in Fig. 3.6

ACAF of different symbol modulation scheme in Fig. 3.7

As can be validated from experimental measurements (see Fig. 3.8), a modulating

tag at around 15 m using BPSK can demonstrate a central blub around its exact

location and distinctive side lobes in range, unlike other static reflectors in the field

of view of the radar.

3.2.1 Phase Modulated Baseband Averaged Power Spectral Density (PSD)

To evaluate better the term appearing in the ACAF, the power spectral density of

the tag symbols is studied. It is assume that a phase modulation is used and that

the symbols are uncorrelated (an assumption which is not true when using coding
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Figure 3.4: ACAF of different symbol sequences (assuming M � 8 symbols per
radar pulse)

on the tag symbols). Signal model for M-ary digital modulation

scptq �
M�1̧

m�0

Acmpp t
Tb

� Tbp2m� 1q
2

q (3.13)

where A is the signal amplitude, rectangular pulses are used pptq � rect
�
t
Tb

�
and

the phase modulation (e.g. QPSK) is cm P texppj π
4
q, exppj 3π

4
q, exppj 5π

4
q, exppj 7π

4
qu

The power spectral density (PSD)

ψcpfq � A2T 2
b sinc

2pπfTbq
�����
M�1̧

m�0

cm expr�j2πf Tbp2m� 1

2
s
�����
2

(3.14)

for a given symbols sequence c

The averaged PSD, following the analysis in Stern and Mahmoud (2003)

ψpfq � Ectψcpfqu (3.15)
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Figure 3.5: ACAF of different radar FM frequnecty sweep rate

Figure 3.6: ACAF of different symbols rate

3.3 Fisher Information and the Cramér-Rao Lower Bound (CRB)

Using statistics, a problem can be modeled using a statistical model depending on

some parameters.
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Figure 3.7: ACAF of different symbol modulation scheme

Figure 3.8: Validation against experimetnal results with parameters described in
chapter 3

The likelihood function describes the statistical model of the problem with depen-

dence on its parameters. Formally, a set of parameter values θ given outcomes x is

equal to the probability of those observed outcomes given those parameter value

Lpθ|xq � P px|θq (3.16)
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In parametric inference we define a parametric model

P � tppx|θq : θ P F u (3.17)

where F � Ck is the parameter space and θ � rθ1, ..., θksT is the parameters vector.

The goal of inference is defined as the estimation of θ from x. More formally

θ̂ : Cnx Ñ Rk x ÞÑ θ̂pxq (3.18)

Fisher information is a statistical tool that quantifies the amount of information

carried in an observable random variable x about an unknown parameter θ, upon

which the probability of x depends. Mathematically it is the variance of the expected

value of the observed information. Fisher information is used for the asymptotic

theory of maximum-likelihood estimation and can provide, using the Cramér-Rao

lower bound, a metric on the performance of an unbiased estimator. The Fisher

information matrix elements are defined as

rIpθqsij � �E
�
B2 log ppx|θq

BθiBθj

�
(3.19)

The next step is measuring the performance of an unbiased estimator based on

the Fisher information. When the regularity condition is satisfied

E

�
B ln ppx|θq

Bθ

�
� 0 @θ (3.20)

Then the covariance matrix of unbiased estimator θ̂ satisfies

Cθ̂ � I�1pθq © 0 (3.21)

which means it is a positive semi-definite matrix. And the individual variance of the

unbiased estimator θ̂i satisfies

varpθ̂iq ¥ rI�1pθqsii � �E
�
B2 log ppx|θq

BθiBθj

�
(3.22)
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where the derivative is evaluated at the true value of θ and the expectation is taken

with respect to ppx|θq.
The bound term found is called the Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRB) which is a

lower bound on the estimation error variance of any unbiased estimator. An unbiased

estimator that can attain the bound @θii (also called ‘efficient estimator’) may exist

iff

B log ppx|θq
Bθ � Ipθq � rθ̂pxq � θs @x (3.23)

3.3.1 Fisher Information on Ranging at the De-Chirped Processing Output

We use Fisher information to quantify the amount of information carried in the

modulated backscatter return of an RF tag about its range. Analyzing the Fisher

information for the received signal model provides a complicated term. An alterna-

tive that allows a simpler analysis uses the model of receiver after the de-chirping

processing.

It is therfore required to show that the de-chirping process preserves ‘sufficient statis-

tics’ such that ”no other statistic that can be calculated from the same sample

provides any additional information as to the value of the parameter”. By using

Neyman-Fisher factorization of the likelihood function we can show it does preserve

‘sufficient statistics’ for the problem.

ppr|τq � gpT prq, τq � hprq (3.24)

where r is the received signal, τ is the the tag time delay, T prq is the de-chirping

process output and hprq is a residue which does not depend on τ

It is therefore possible to continue analysis of the Fisher information of the de-

chirped process output, and ensure it is equivalent to the Fisher information of the

directly received signal. In sum, we have translated the problem of estimating range

information of modulating transponder from received backscatter into the problem of
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estimating range information of modulating transponder from de-chirped backscat-

ter.

It is important to emphasize here that there is some inherent difference between

modeling the de-chirped output instead of the received signal. When the FMCW is

correlated, the edges of the pulse are usually filtered out because of practical system

implementation on the intermediate frequency (IF) of operation (and see section

2.2.3). The carrier frequency model does not have that effect, which for short ranges

of delay is usually negligible. When FMCW is designed in an up and down fashion

as described in 2.2.3, energy from the entire radar pulse can be considered and the

models should be equivalent.

3.3.2 Signal Model of the De-Chirped Processing Output

A point target return is processed as a single complex tone carrier

sptq � A exp tj
�
2πfdpt� t0q � θ

�
urect

�t� τ

Tp

�
(3.25)

where

A is the dechirped signal amplitude

fd � pB
Tp
τdq is the range induced carrier frequency

τd is the RF tag time delay

B is the radar bandwidth

Tp is the radar pulse duration

t0 is a reference time of observation

θ is the carrier phase offset

rectr�s is the rectangular function

A modulating transponder is processed as baseband modulation centered around
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a single carrier corresponding to the transponder range fc � B
Tp
τ

sptq � A exptj
�
2π
B

Tp
pt� t0q � θ

�
u �mptq (3.26)

where

mptq �
¸
i

cigpt� iT � φq is the RF tag modulation signal

ci is the ith M-PSK symbol from a finite alphabet A

A � t0, 2π{M, ..., 2πpM � 1q{Mu is the symbol alphabet

gptq is real valued signaling pulse

T is the symbol spacing

φ is the radar-tag jitter

T0 is the observation window

and observe the signal in Fig. 3.9

For now assume added Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) wptq with two-

sided power spectral density 2N0 and no clutter/multipath.

rptq � sptq � wptq (3.27)

3.3.3 Fisher Information on Carrier Frequency Estimation of Linear Modulation

As described in (3.4), the output of the de-chirp process yields a corresponding

complex tone whose frequency is a linear function of the time delay.

fc � B

Tp
τ (3.28)

It is therefore possible to state the problem of time delay as a problem of carrier

frequency estimation. By using transformation of estimation parameters (see Kay

(1993)), we can use the Fisher information developed for time-delay and extend it
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Figure 3.9: Modulated range induced carrier

to the problem of carrier frequency estimation

varpτ̂dq �
T 2
p

B2
varpf̂cq (3.29)

In the same fashion the extension from time-delay to range is straightforward and

is much more natural in radar literature

∆range � c

2
τ (3.30)

where c is the speed of light. From here also follow the bound on error estimation
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performance of unbiased estimator

varp ˆrangeq � c2

4
varpτ̂dq �

c2T 2
p

4B2
varpf̂cq (3.31)

It is therefore possible to continue analysis of the Fisher information of the carrier

frequency of passband modulation, and ensure it is equivalent to the Fisher infor-

mation of the de-chirped process output. In sum, we have translated the problem of

estimating range information of modulating transponder from received backscatter

into the problem of estimating carrier frequency of passband modulation.

3.3.4 Development of the Fisher Information and Cramér-Rao Lower Bound (CRB)
for Localization of FMCW with Modulated Backscatter

Assuming an observation window T0 equals to the duration of a single radar pulse

Tp, the likelihood function for a signal in white Gaussian noise Kay (1993)

Λpλ, uλq � exp

�
� 1

2N0

»
T0

|rptq � sptq|2dt
�

(3.32)

where λ is the parameter to be estimated and uλ are the unknown nuisance param-

eters (parameters we do not wish to estimate, yet are unknown).

The Fisher information for the scalar parameter λ is

Ipλq � �Ew
#
B2rlog Λpλ, uqs

Bλ2

+
�
�

1

N0

»
T0

�����BsptqBλ

�����
2

dt

�
(3.33)

where the expectation is with respect to the noise
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The Fisher information is derived as follows

B
Bλpln Λpλ, uqq � � 1

2N0

B
Bλ
� »

T0

|rptq � sptq|2dt
�
dt

� � 1

2N0

»
T0

2Re

��Bsptq
Bλ prptq � sptqq�

�
dt

where � denotes the complex conjugate operation

B2

Bλ2
pln Λpλ, uqq �

1

2N0

»
T0

2Re

�B2sptq
Bλ2

prptq � sptqq�
�
� 2

����BsptqBλ
����
2

dt

(3.34)

Taking the expectation with respect to the noise

Ipλq � �Ew
" B2

Bλ2
pln Λpλ, uqq

*
� 1

N0

»
T0

����BsptqBλ
����
2

dt (3.35)

The Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRB) for the parameter λ is derived, providing a

lower bound on the error estimation of for any unbiased estimator:

CRBpλq ¥ I�1pλq �
�

1

N0

»
T0

����BsptqBλ
����
2

dt

��1

(3.36)

Developing the CRB for time-delay estimation τ̂d

CRBpτ̂dq ¥
�

4A2π2

N0

B2

T 2
p

»
T0

�����pt� t0q
¸
i

cigpt� iT � φq
�����
2

dt

��1

(3.37)

3.4 Cramér-Rao Lower Bound (CRB) and Maximum-Likelihood Es-
timator for Localization of FMCW with Modulated Backscatter

This section will provide the specific derivation of the CRB and MLE or their ap-

proximations for different important cases of tag modulation.
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3.4.1 CRB for the Case of Modulation Rate Is Zero

Tag modulation is constant, behaving as a point reflector. Using the same model of

modulated received signal, we set ci to be of constant value, without loss of generality

we set it to be of unit value. We also assume the symbol pulse gptq to be of 100%

duty cycle, which is a reasonable assumption for continuous switching base RF tags.

The derived CRB (choosing t0 in to middle of T0 to maximize the term)

CRBpτ̂dq ¥
�

4A2π2

N0

B2

T 2
p

»
T0

�����pt� t0q
¸
i

cigpt� iT � φq
�����
2

dt

��1

�
�

4A2π2

N0

B2

T 2
p

»
T0

����pt� t0q
����
2

dt

��1

�
�

4A2π2

N0

B2

T 2
p

T 3
0

12

��1

�
�
A2π2B2T0

3N0

��1

(3.38)

remembering the observation window T0 is equal to the duartion of a single radar

pulse Tp.

The result is linear with the LFM bandwidth squared B2. It is linear with the

signal to noise ratio defined as the energy of the received radar pulse ELFM � A2Tp

divided by the noise spectral densityN0. It is also linear with the observation window.

The result can also be observed from the perspective of carrier frequency estima-

tion

CRBpf̂cq ¥
�
A2π2T 3

0

3N0

��1

(3.39)

such that the bound depends on the observation window cubed T 3
0

3.4.2 Evaluation of the Fisher Information for the Case of Modulation Rate Is Zero

We now observe the result for the range estimation performance in light of other

bounds in the literature.
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The first is the bound developed for normalized frequency estimation of a complex

sinusoid in noise (see Rife and Boorstyn (1974)). The CRB developed for that case

CRBpf̂cq ¥
�
b2

0T
2
sNpN2 � 1q

12σ2

��1

(3.40)

where b0 is the received signal amplitude, Ts is the sampling rate, N is the number

of samples and remembering that the observation window is T0 � N � Ts
The bound has a similar dependencies as with the bound derived above, especially

the dependency on the observation window cubed, .

A second bound to compare with is the bound developed for the radar time delay

estimation (see Trees (1992) and Richards (2005))

CRBpτ̂dq ¥
�

8π2Esβ
2
rms

σ2
w

��1

(3.41)

where Es is the radar pulse energy that for LFM equals Es � A2T0, βrms which is

defined as βrms �
c ³

8

�8
f2|Spfq|2df

³
8

�8
|Spfq|2df

that for LFM equals βrms
2 � B2

12
and σ2

w is the

noise variance.

Again, the bound share the same dependencies as the bound developed above.

A third comparison is done against the Maximum-Likelihood Estimator (MLE).

An MLE for the problem of carrier frequency estimation of a sinusoid was pursued

in Rife and Boorstyn (1974). It has been shown that even for the a single-tone

frequency estimation with no modulation, the MLE cannot be found analytically. An

approximation uses a two-step algorithm: coarse estimation based on maximization

of the periodogram, and finer search using numerical analysis to find local maximum

point.

For the case of a modulating target with use of FMCW the MLE is derived:

f̂c,MLE � argmax
fc

Λpfcq (3.42)
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Figure 3.10: Case of modualtion rate is zero

where

Λpfcq �
»
T0

pt� t0q<tA expr2πfdpt� t0q � θs �mptq � r�ptqudt (3.43)

and

mptq �
¸
i

cigpt� iT � φq (3.44)

Comparison of the different bounds and simulation results for an approximation

of the MLE using the maximization of the periodogram can be seen in Fig. 3.10.

As can be seen, the simulation results of the approximation to the MLE estimator

attains the bound for values of ELFM{N0 greater than about �17 dB (normalized

for a symbol duration of T � Tp{1000).
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3.4.3 CRB for the Case of Message Known to Reader (Pilot/Preamble)

Tag modulation follows a sequence of symbols, known to the receiver. This sequence

is sometimes called a pilot sequence or a preamble being sent just before actual data

is sent. In order to incorporate the knowledge of the receiver, we can assume the

receiver first mix the receiver processed de-chirp output with the conjugate known

baseband signal.

s1ptq �A exptj
�
2π
B

Tp
pt� t0q � θ

�
u �mptq �m � ptq

� A exptj
�
2π
B

Tp
pt� t0q � θ

�
u

(3.45)

3.4.4 Evaluation of the Fisher Information for the Case of Message Known to
Reader

The result is similar to the case of signal model used in modulation rate equals zero.

Therefore the resulting bounds are the same as well.

CRBpτ̂dq ¥
�

4A2π2

N0

B2

T 2
p

»
T0

�����pt� t0q
¸
i

cigpt� iT � φq
�����
2

dt

��1

�
�

4A2π2

N0

B2

T 2
p

»
T0

����pt� t0q
����
2

dt

��1

�
�

4A2π2

N0

B2

T 2
p

T 3
0

12

��1

�
�
A2π2B2T0

3N0

��1

(3.46)

remembering the observation window T0 is equal to the duration of a single radar

pulse Tp.

The result is linear with the LFM bandwidth squared B2. It is linear with the

signal to noise ratio defined as the energy of the received radar pulse ELFM � A2Tp

divided by the noise spectral densityN0. It is also linear with the observation window.
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The result can also be observed from the perspective of carrier frequency estima-

tion

CRBpf̂cq ¥
�
A2π2T 3

0

3N0

��1

(3.47)

such that the bound depends on the observation window cubed T 3
0

The bound is identical to the case of non-modulating transponder. Knowledge

of the modulating sequence removed uncertainty from the received signal, allowing

a theoretical performance of an non-modulating transponder.

The MLE for this case cannot be found analytically, similarly to the case of a

carrier frequency estimation of sinusoid without modulation. An approximation to

the MLE following the lines of Rife and Boorstyn (1974) uses the periodogram once

again. The concept of the estimator can be found in Fig. 3.11. The received signal

is cross-correlated in the frequency domain with a spectrum ‘mask’ of the known

baseband modulation, based on knowledge of the symbols sequence c. This concept

can be seen as implementation of the matched filter (MF) to the symbols sequence,

that is validated at different time delay hypotheses, and chooses the hypothesis with

the highest detection output.

Comparison of the bound and simulation results for an approximation of the MLE

using the maximization of the periodogram based on the symbols sequence pulses

can be seen in Fig. 3.12. As can be seen, the simulation results of the approximation

to the MLE estimator attains the bound for values of ELFM{N0 greater than about

�17 dB (normalized for a symbol duration of T � Tp{1000).
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Figure 3.11: Estimator approximating the MLE

Figure 3.12: Case of constant message sent
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3.4.5 CRB for the Case of Message Unknown to Reader

Tag modulation follows a sequence of symbols in M-PSK, unknown to the receiver

and are uncorrelated.

Etckc�i u �
"
M2 i � k
0 elsewhere

(3.48)

where M2 is the autocorrelation of the symbols, and for BPSK M2 � 1. We also

assume the symbol pulse gptq to be of 100% duty cycle, which is a reasonable as-

sumption for continuous switching base RF tags.

The likelihood function for this case needs to account for different sequences

of symbols, which makes the computation of CRB non-analytical. An alternative

bound, the modified CRB (MCRB) (see D’Andrea et al. (1994)), employs a statistical

model on the tag message and incorporate its structure in the likelihood function.

The result provides a more representative bound of the problem, but looser than the

true CRB.

MCRBpλq ¤ CRBpλq (3.49)

The MCRB takes in the general form of

MCRBpτ̂dq �
�
Ec̄

#
Ew|c̄

��
B log ppr|τd, c̄q

Bτd

�2�+��1

(3.50)
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Developing the MCRB for time-delay estimation τ̂d

MCRBpτ̂dq �
�
Ec̄

#
Ew|c̄

��
B log ppr|τd, c̄q

Bτd

�2�+��1

�
�
Ec̄

�
1

N0

»
T0

�����Bspt, c̄qBτd

�����
2

dt

���1

�
�
Ec̄

�
4A2π2

N0

B2

T 2
p

»
T0

�����pt� t0q
¸
i

cigpt� iT � φq
�����
2

dt

���1

�
�

4A2π2

N0

B2

T 2
p

»
T0

pt� t0q2

�
¸
i

¸
k

Ec̄rcicksgpt� iT � φqgpt� kT � φqdt
��1

(3.51)

and since the symbols are uncorrelated, and the symbol pulse gptq is of 100% duty

cycle

MCRBpτ̂dq �
�

4A2π2

N0

B2

T 2
p

»
T0

pt� t0q2 �
¸
i

Ec̄rcic�i sgpt� iT � φqdt
��1

(3.52)

�
�

4A2π2M2

N0

B2

T 2
p

T 3
0

12

��1

(3.53)

remembering that the observation window T0 equals a single radar pulse duration Tp

and that for M-PSK M2 � 1 we conclude with

MCRBpτ̂dq �
�
A2π2B2T0

3N0

��1

(3.54)

3.4.6 Evaluation of the Fisher Information for the Case of Message Unknown to
Reader

The result for the looser bound (the MCRB) are similar to the case of no modulation

rate equals zero. This is not surprising, as no modulation is the optimal case for range
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estimation (no symbol distortions imposed by modulation). Since the MCRB is a

looser bound than the CRB, by averaging the Fisher information over all symbol

sequences, it indicates that the true CRB is higher (or equal). This makes sense, as

we know that the tag modulation causes a performance degradation on the range

estimation.

The result is linear with the LFM bandwidth squared B2. It is linear with the

signal to noise ratio defined as the energy of the received radar pulse ELFM � A2Tp

divided by the noise spectral densityN0. It is also linear with the observation window.

The result can also be observed from the perspective of carrier frequency estima-

tion

CRBpf̂cq ¥
�
A2π2T 3

0

3N0

��1

(3.55)

such that the bound depends on the observation window cubed T 3
0

The MLE for this case cannot be found analytically, similarly to the case of a

carrier frequency estimation of sinusoid without modulation. An approximation to

the MLE follows the lines of Rife and Boorstyn (1974) and Gardner method (see

Karam et al. (1995)). The concept of the estimator can be found in Fig. 3.13. The

received signal is cross-correlated in the frequency domain with a spectrum ‘mask of

the known modulation pulse, as there is no knowledge on the actual symbols sequence

c. This concept can be seen as implementation of the matched filter (MF) to the

symbol pulse, that is validated at different time delay hypotheses, and chooses the

hypothesis with the highest detection output.

Other advanced estimators in literature exploring the problem of frequency esti-

mation using complex feedback loop structure and use of derivative matched filter

(FMF) along the MF to approximate the MLE. Unfortunately, their performance

are “quite far from MCRB [and some] attain the limit under some restrictive con-

ditions.” (see D’Andrea et al. (1994)).
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Figure 3.13: Estimator approximating the MLE

Comparison of the bound and simulation results for an approximation of the MLE

using the maximization of the periodogram based on the pulse duration can be seen

in Fig. 3.14. As can be seen, the simulation shows Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)

results of the approximation to the MLE estimator for two different rates of symbols:

1000 symbols per single radar pulse and 250 symbols per single radar pulse. As can

be seen the estimator performs better with lower rate of tag modulation. It should

be noted that although the difference between the estimator results and the modified

bound is quite high (35-45 dB), we must not forget that the MCRB looser bound

on the true CRB, and that the estimator used is an approximation of the MLE, so

the real gap between the true CRB and the exact MLE is probably smaller, which

should encourage future work.
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Figure 3.14: Case of modulation unknown to reader
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4

Quasi-Cooperative Range and Channel Coding

This chapter introduces a recent development of the work of previous chapters by

leveraging the use of coding. A slightly different signal and channel model is used

which is more suitable to the coding problem domain and has relaxed some assump-

tions of previous model. The motivation however remains the same: analyzing and

providing clutter mitigation and performing precise ranging in backscatter commu-

nication.

4.1 Introduction

A backscatter system operates in the dyadic backscatter channel, a pinhole channel

composed of a forward and backscatter link (see Griffin and Durgin (2008)). The

dyadic backscatter channel poses unique challenges that are inherently different than

one-way conventional channels and provides a rich and unique set of theoretical re-

search problems. The backscatter channel exhibits extreme self-interference (clutter)

reflections masking the weak modulated backscatter return signal by several orders

of magnitude (see Lasser and Mecklenbrauker (2015)). As a result, recovery of the

RF tag data communication and accurate estimation of the range to the RF tag
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become difficult.

In order to achieve acceptable receiver sensitivity while operating in the backscat-

ter channel, a key element of clutter filtering (i.e. pulse subtraction and see section

2.5) needs to be addressed as a first step at the receiver front end, preferably before

sampling to avoid receiver saturation and dynamic range limitations. This operation

however, creates impairment which affects all signals passing through the channel.

Consequently, coding employed at the RF tag for data communication or ranging

purposes must consider the effective channel that now includes the clutter filtering

operation. We propose coding that takes into account the new effective channel and

allows a capable receiver to reconstruct the original coding sequence.

Previous work have explored the use of coding in the backscatter channel. Error

correcting codes were employed to increase the range of operation (see Alevizos et al.

(2014)) and space-time coding that requires additional antennas at the reader and

the RF tag has been proposed (see Boyer and Roy (2013)). A more channel specific

work considered coding for the case of simultaneous tag energy harvesting and data

communication (see Tandon et al. (2014)). Clutter mitigation for the backscatter

channel was addressed in works proposing hardware additions to the RF tag that

avoid lower frequencies dominated by clutter. Such were the addition of a local

oscillator (see Carlowitz et al. (2013)), or the use of multiple antennas on the reader

and the tag (see Boyer and Roy (2013)). Other methods (see Lee et al. (2007);

Safarian et al. (2007)) have focused on active cancellation of two dominant returns

(internal TX-RX reader leakage and antenna TX-RX direct blast).

The EPC Gen-2 protocol, which standardizes radio-frequency identification (RFID)

systems, offers two coding methods: Miller code and FM0. Both codes operate at a

maximum rate of 1{2 designed to mitigate static clutter, but are limited to reader

signals based on a continuous wave (CW) (see EPC Global US (2005)). More recent

work (see chapter 2) studied the use of specific pulse based linear frequency modu-
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Figure 4.1: Backscatter communication between RF tag and a reader with common
channel interferences

lated (LFM) waveforms from the reader and using differential coding at rate 1, but

this work was targeted at static clutter mitigation only (see Cnaan-On et al. (2015)).

Ranging estimation of backscatter tags has been studied in previous works as

well. Phase based synthetic aperture has been proposed for CW (see Miesen et al.

(2013)). Other phase based method considered dual CW reader (see Zhou and Griffin

(2012)). Ranging using direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) (see Arthaber et al.

(2015)) and LFM based methods (see Carlowitz et al. (2013); Cnaan-On et al. (2015))

have been studied as well but with some degree of interference caused by the tag

modulation.
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4.2 Backscatter communication channel model and signal processing

4.2.1 Backscatter communication processing overview

Backscatter communication in its most simple design consists of a reader and an

RF tag that signals data as shown in Fig. 4.1. The carrier signal consists of an

interrogation transmitted waveform generated by the reader. Usually it is assumed

the RF tag is not synchronized with the reader. As a result, the reader would

not know when to expect a tag message. In order to maintain constant on-line

communication, it is necessary for the reader to continuously generate a waveform

to carry back the tag modulations. The illuminating waveform can be either a

continuous wave (CW), which consists of a pure sinusoid with continuous phase

(see Curty et al. (2007)), or as recently proposed and see chapter 2, a pulse train

waveform. The framework developed in this paper is general and applies to either

waveform type.

The signal transmitted by the reader is

sptq �
8̧

n��8

ppt� nTpq (4.1)

where pptq is a time-limited single pulse such that

pptq � 0 , when t ¤ 0 Y Tp ¤ t (4.2)

and Tp is the pulse duration. This general signal model also applies for CW, as long

as the pulse pptq consists of an integer number of sinusoid wavelengths, such that the

continuous phase is maintained from pulse to pulse.

The RF tag modulation is generated by a phase modulator connected to an

antenna as shown in Fig. 4.1. It is assumed that the RF tag has its own energy

supply that provides the energy required for the operation of the modulator . A

portion of the incident interrogation signal is reflected, phase modulated and re-

radiated back to the reader. This operation allows information to be sent from the
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tag to the reader (tagÑreader). Information sent in the other direction (readerÑtag)

is not covered in the scope of this work. This work also assumes that the RF tag and

the reader are either stationary or moving slowly such that the respective Doppler

frequency shift is negligible within a single pulse period.

The message signal driving the RF tag’s modulator is

mptq �
8̧

k��8

ak � qpt� kTsq (4.3)

where ak is a constellation symbol from a finite symbol alphabet such as BPSK

constellation, and qptq is a rectangular pulse of the symbol duration Ts representing

a single symbol period.
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The reflected backscatter signal from the RF tag received at a bi-static reader is

rptq � αprnq�
8̧

n��8

8̧

k��8

ppt� nTp � τq � ak � qpt� kTs � φq � nptq
(4.4)

where αprnq is the attenuation due to the two-way backscatter path of length rn,

τ is the time delay associated with the two-way backscatter path of length rn, φ is

the phase delay between the reader clock and the tag’s clock and nptq is an additive

white Gaussian noise (AWGN).

Multiple tags can operate simultaneously, either by employing some time division

algorithm (see Lee et al. (2005)) or leveraging the time-bandwidth-product of the

wideband interrogating signal for time delay separation (see Cnaan-On et al. (2015)).

This chapter will not address specifically multiple tags operation simultaneously, but

the current methods for multiplexing (see section 2.6) do not restrict or limit any

changes made to the data message or waveform code which are the domain of the

proposed coding framework.

For data recovery purposes, the reader processes the received signal with the goal

of extracting the binary message signal of the tag. The reader performs initially a

correlation of the received signal with a conjugated copy of the interrogation signal.

This allows removal of the reader carrier signal. However, when a pulse train is

used as an interrogating waveform, intermediate steps also requires the reader to

estimate the two-way propagation time delay τ and reconstruct the waveform code.

These steps ensure that the correlation outcome is eventually identical to that of

the continuous wave. Time-delay estimation and involved processing are analyzed

separately in section 4.4.

After processing, the tag signal is the same as a conventional phase modulated
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signal

uptq � rptq � s�ptq � αprnq
8̧

k��8

ak � qpt� kTs � φq � ñptq (4.5)

where ñptq is AWGN.

4.2.2 Clutter and fading in backscatter communication

In conventional one-way communication, we are usually concerned with interference

that is the result of the signal of interest interfering with itself and causing multipath

channel fading. In backscatter communication, the situation is drastically different,

as the majority of interference is from reflections of the illuminating reader signal in

the environment, manifesting as self-interference and spread-Doppler clutter. These

interferences, inherently unique to backscatter communication have a very distinctive

signal structure that is highly correlated with the reader rather than the signaling

RF tag message signal. Another factor to consider is that the signal to interference

ratio is orders of magnitude weaker (see Griffin and Durgin (2009a)) than what

is usually found in a conventional one-way communication channel. Consequently,

clutter mitigation needs to be addressed first, preferably in the analog domain prior

to sampling and digitization to avoid receiver saturation, only then can the multipath

be addressed using methods explored in the literature (see Fawky et al. (2014)).

4.2.3 Self-interference

Self-interference is a result of the reader’s illuminating signal propagating, reflecting

and scattering (sometimes multiple times) from static elements in the environment

or caused by an internal leakage from the transmitter to the receiver circuitry. At the

reader input, every reflection will exhibit a phase shift corresponding to the traveled
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path delay

rptq �
8̧

n��8

Q̧

q�1

αprqqppt� nTp � τqq (4.6)

where Q is the number of static clutter returns, αprqq is the attenuation due to the

two-way backscatter path of length rq, and τq is the time delay associated with the

two-way backscatter path of length rq.

For CW, after the initial processing of cross-correlation with the conjugate in-

terrogation signal at the reader, each of the reflections will contribute some DC

magnitude offset corresponding to its phase, which is constant over time

uptq � rptq � s�ptq �
Q̧

q�1

αprqqφpτqq (4.7)

where φ is a DC magnitude offset corresponding to the phase difference caused by

the time delay τq.

For pulse train, after the initial processing of cross-correlation with the conjugate

interrogation signal at the reader, the output for the sum of the reflections will be a

signal pattern Dqptq time limited between 0 ¤ t ¤ Tp that is repeating at the pulse

duration Tp intervals (see Fig. 2.4).

uptq � rptq � s�ptq �
Q̧

q�1

αprqqDqpt� τqq (4.8)

When considering any practical system, an assumption of a completely static

environment can not hold. Backscatter channel measurements exhibit some degree

of Doppler spread, as evident in the measurements in Cnaan-On et al. (2015) and

therefore a different model of clutter is needed.

4.2.4 Spread-Doppler clutter

Spread-Doppler clutter is the result of the illuminating signal reflecting in a dynamic

environment, which include sources of movement such as turbulence and other small-
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scale flows (see Ramakrishnan and Krolik (2009)). With greater power and ranges

of operation, the resulting channel is more exposed to spread Doppler effects from

movements in the extended environment.

After the receiver processing, the spread-Doppler reflections will have their fre-

quencies and phase corresponding with the amount of Doppler shift (see Cnaan-On

et al. (2015)). Since the sources of movement change their velocity over time, it is

usually best to model the signal as a band-limited random Xptq process with spectral

content centered around DC.

At the reader input, spread-Doppler reflections will result in

rptq �
8̧

n��8

Q̧

q�1

αprqqppt� nTp � τqq �Xqptq (4.9)

where Q is the number of spread Doppler clutter returns, αprqq is the attenuation

due to the two-way backscatter path of length rq, Xqptq is a random process modeling

the Doppler spread reflections and τq is the time delay associated with the two-way

backscatter path of length rq.

For CW, after receiver processing,

uptq � rptq � s�ptq �
Q̧

q�1

αprqqXqptq. (4.10)

where the random process Xqptq also absorbs the phase dependent DC contribution

φpτqq.
For pulse train, after receiver processing,

uptq � rptq � s�ptq �
Q̧

q�1

αprqqDqpt� τqqXqptq (4.11)

Different models have been proposed in the literature for describing the statis-

tics of clutter such as the K-distribution to describe sea clutter (Ward et al. (2006)),
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Figure 4.3: Delay-Doppler simulation of a signaling RF tag coded with RLL(1,3)
across pulses (seen as the symmetric concentrations around �{�1000 Hz) and added
spread-Doppler clutter ( 200 Hz) at arbitrary power (seen as a narrow band around
the Doppler DC). The RLL Doppler code shapes the Doppler spectrum of the tag
and pushes it away from the clutter. Scale is in dB.

Weibull to describe ground clutter (Sekine et al. (1981)), Rayleigh and others (Blasch

(2004)). However, in order to focus on the coding rather on specific clutter mod-

eling, simulations in this work use a simplistic clutter distribution that is inversely

proportional to the Doppler frequency Spfq91{fD.

4.3 Doppler run length limited channel coding

4.3.1 RLL codes overview

RLL coding originated in magnetic recording research with the purpose of limiting

the number of magnetic flux changes per given area of the disk in order to avoid

hardware limitations or channel impairments. The code manipulates the binary

message data to limit the placement of ones in the sequence, which maps to flux

flips. Limiting long stretches between ones controls the lower frequency content,
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Figure 4.4: Run-length limited Doppler encoding and decoding process

while enforcing a minimum distance between ones controls the higher frequency

content. This provide a way of shaping of the respective spectrum of the message,

which provides resilience to specific channel impairments at the expense of lower data

rate. Codes consist of blocks and are defined by four parameters: D,K,M ,N , where

D is the minimum and K is the maximum number of zeroes between consecutive

ones, and M{N is the rate of the code.

4.3.2 Doppler RLL encoding setup

An arbitrary bit stream is broken into blocks, whose length L corresponds with the

interrogating pulse duration Tp and the tag symbol duration Ts, such that L � Tp{Ts
is an integer number of symbols per pulse and assumed to be a universal system

parameter. Choosing L determines effectively the Doppler sampling rate. A higher

sampling rate will allow better mitigation of Doppler interference in the lower band

near DC.

The blocks are then assembled side by side to create a rectangular matrix whose

columns are time and rows are pulse index. Matrix dimensions are: L � M . For
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synchronization purposes at the decoder, we mark these L �M bits as a single frame

length. The matrix organization is adapted from radar pulse-Doppler signal process-

ing Richards (2005), where the columns are dubbed fast time and the rows are slow

time.

An RLL code with rate M{N is now employed over the slow-time rows. Each

row is independently encoded and the output is organized into matrix dimensions of:

L � N . Note that the coding does not change the number of bits per pulse, hence

no change to the hardware symbol rate is needed. The slow-time encoding allows

the Doppler spectrum manipulation across pulses.

The next step of encoding is using non-return to zero inverted (NRZI) mapping of

each row from binary to two level physical symbols, suitable for BPSK constellation

modulation. As a differential mapping, a binary one translates into a transition of

the physical level, while a binary zero maintain the physical level. The first column

relates to the last column from the previous frame to maintain continuity of the

differential mapping across pulses. The resulting matrix consists now of symbols

rather than binary numbers.

The matrix is then broken into N blocks, each one is a pulse length, and re-

organized consecutively into a stream of symbols, which are then fed into the phase

modulator.

The above encoding considers a pulse train interrogating signal. However, when

a continuous wave is used, rather than a pulse train, the presented framework is still

valid by setting pptq to be equal to an integer number of sinusoid wavelengths, such

that notion of a pulse becomes unnecessary.

4.3.3 Doppler RLL decoding setup

The first step for the receiver is to remove the sinusoidal carrier using a conjugate

copy of the carrier used for the transmitted signal. The next step is organizing
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the received processed signal into the same fast time-slow-time matrix structure

which was used as the foundation of the encoding process. Each column consists

of the processed return duration equivalent to a single pulse and consecutive pulse

durations are aligned side by side. It is important to stress that the because of the

time-delay and lack of reader-tag synchronization, the matrix will have some shift,

such that a return from a transmitted pulse will be shifted and lay in more than one

column. This shift, however, does not alter the rows consistency and allow for the

rows NRZI reverse mapping.

Next, a reverse mapping of NRZI is performed over the rows. This is done by

subtracting each column from the adjacent column, which contains the next pulse

duration return (effectively removing the differential NRZI mapping). When consid-

ering the first column in a frame, we can use the last column from the previous frame

as a reference for subtraction. In addition to the re-mapping, this step effectively

also performs Doppler filtering, which is discussed later in subsection 4.3.5. The

reverse mapping of NRZI of the processed received signal can be done in the analog

domain as well as over the sampled signal. The benefit of doing it in the analog

domain is the ability to improve the receiver dynamic range by filtering a lot of the

clutter energy, masking the weak signal coming from the tag modulation.

Next the receiver performs the initial processing of removing the waveform coding

as described earlier and discussed in details in section 4.2.1.

In the next step, the receiver needs to align the matrix shift such that the tag

symbols are aligned into the original frame structure as signalled by the tag. Any

conventional method of synchronization to estimate the clock phase φ of the tag

discussed in section 4.2.1 can be used, such that the tag’s symbols are synchronized

with the receiver clock and matrix is aligned.

The next step is performing a matched filer for the rectangular symbol pulses qptq
and sampling the output. Then a maximum-likelihood estimation (MLE) decoding
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criteria is used to choose among all the relevant RLL codewords on the rows, and

infer the respective information bits. The last step is converting the matrix structure

back into serial.

4.3.4 Extension to QAM symbols

RLL codes were originally designed for use with a BPSK modulation. A general

method of extending RLL codes to QAM modulation is proposed such that for a

QAM enabled RF tag it is possible to achieve the Doppler spectrum shaping as

described in previous sections for a BPSK RF tag. Starting with 4-QAM constellation

formation, we assume two statistically independent data streams x1n and y1n. In the

suggested framework, this can be achieved for example by taking data from two

different frames. After performing the same RLL coding on each stream separately,

the outcome is xn and yn. After performing NRZI mapping, the discrete Fourier

transform of the shaped spectra are

Xk �
pL�1qpN�1q¸

n�0

xne
�2πjikn{pLNq (4.12)

and (4.13)

Yk �
pL�1qpN�1q¸

n�0

yne
�2πjikn{pLNq (4.14)

Now, a 4-QAM stream is synthesized by using in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q)

constellation mapping, such that a single bit from xn and a single bit from yn are

mapped together into a single 4-QAM symbol, and see Fig. 4.5

zn � pxn � jynq{2 (4.15)

and respectively the frequency magnitude

Zk � 1

2
pXk � ej

π
2 Ykq (4.16)
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Figure 4.5: RLL coding for quadrature phase shift keying modulation.

Given the statistical independence between Xk and Yk and since we are inter-

ested mostly in the spectrum magnitude, we take the expectation with regards to

instantiations of Xk and Yk

|EtZku| � 1

2
|EtXk � ej

π
2 Yku| � 1

2
|EtXku � ej

π
2EtYku| (4.17)

� 1

2
|EtXku|� |EtYku| � |EtXku| (4.18)

where the transition is valid only because the expected phase of Xk and Yk is the

similar. The achieved spectrum is equivalent to the spectrum of a single stream.

Decoding for 4-QAM RLL is straight forward, and as a first step all 4-QAM symbols

are broken into two streams from the in-phase and quadrature.

Once we establish the mechanism of independently encoding the in-phase axis

and quadrature axis with 4-QAM RLL, we can turn to using multi-level RLL codes.

Instead of using 2-level codes that were used until now, we can employ 4-level or

even higher codes (see Schouhamer-Immink (1991)) to support a higher cumulative

QAM constellations.

The proposed structure preserves the desired RLL spectrum shaping characteris-

tic for 4-QAM and QAM in general. In QAM the data rate increases on the expense

of smaller energy per bit Eb and hence larger error probability, so it is more suitable

to high SNR scenarios.
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Figure 4.6: Spectrum of selected run-length limited codes before (upper row) and
after (lower row) the inverse NRZI subtraction operation.

4.3.5 Clutter rejection by using RLL codes

The clutter rejection is accomplished in two layers of the decoding process. The

first layer is a result of the reverse mapping of the NRZI. The subtraction of two

neighboring pulses inverts the differential mapping but also act as a Doppler spectrum

filter. Eventually each point of the received signal is subtracted from a point exactly

one pulse duration Tp apart. The resulting filtering effect can be seen in Fig. 4.6.

The second layer comes from the run-length limited coding that shapes the Doppler

spectrum of the message signal and pushes it outside of the interference domain. A

few examples of various RLL codes can be seen in Fig. 4.6. Cumulatively the overall

Doppler filter contribution can be seen in Fig. 4.7.

Since focus of this paper is on the coding rather than on specific clutter models, a

simplistic statistical model is chosen as described in section 4.2.4. The clutter model

used is a mixture of 1 : 1 ratio between spread-Doppler and static clutter. The spread

Doppler clutter was synthesized by combining 5 random frequency fluctuations for
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Figure 4.7: Spectrum of Doppler run-length limited code p1, 3q driving a rectangu-
lar pulse after the inverse NRZI subtraction operation (red). Static clutter returns
shows as lines (black). At the back (blue), a reference of uncoded random data
with rectangular pulse and no subtraction operation. The coded spectrum exhibits
notches that appear at integer multiples of the pulse repetition frequency, where
clutter is dominant.

every row of the encoding matrix.

The codes chosen for simulations are: RLL(0,1) with rate 1{2 (effectively this

is the FM0 code proposed in the EPC Gen-2 protocol), RLL(1,3) with rate 1{2
(effectively this is the Miller code proposed in the EPC Gen-2 protocol, also known

as MFM (modified frequency modulation)), RLL(0,2) with rate 4{5, and an uncoded

NRZI mapping for benchmark purposes with rate 1.

Fig. 4.8 shows how different RLL codes compare with changing power level of

spread-Doppler interference in the backscatter channel. Note that choosing an RLL

code provides a trade-off between interference rejection and data rate. The use of

RLL(0,2) with rate 4{5, for example, provides a good balance between a decreased
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data rate with better interference rejection. A similar trend can be seen in Fig. 4.9,

this time comparing different RLL codes with the spread-Doppler bandwidth of in-

terference.

Fig. 4.10 gives a visual understanding regarding clutter-to-noise ratio. As can

be seen, the suggested algorithm is sensitive to the power level of the clutter inde-

pendently from the noise power levels. In other words, the bit error rate is not the

same for similar clutter-to-noise ratio (CNR), but rather depends independently on

the amount of clutter and the amount of noise.

To sum, the analysis shows that code rates of 1 and 4{5 are achievable when

dealing with low spread Doppler channels, which is an improvement over the current

rate 1{2 with current CW mainstream backscatter communication (as it is defined in

EPC Gen-2 protocol). For pulse train interrogation waveform, the use of RLL codes

can achieve robustness to spread-Doppler clutter, as oppose to the current method

that considered only static clutter.

4.4 Waveform coding for high resolution range estimation

The process of ranging is done seamlessly and simultaneously with the communica-

tion. Ranging processing is done on a processing branch parallel to communication

processing branch. The communication processing is dependent upon the time-delay

estimation in order to decode the waveform range coding (if used) and recover the

tag symbols. See Fig. 4.2 for detailed processing chain. For CW interrogation sig-

nals, time delay estimation is not required, since there is no range code to decode

and the tag symbols are readily available for the communication processing.

Ranging can be performed continuously and the time-delay information can be

constantly passed to the communication branch. For an application where the tag

location is changing unexpectedly, this allows a seamless continuous uninterrupted

communication from the tag. However, this work does not handle tags that have
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Figure 4.8: figure

A comparison of robustness to spread-Doppler self-interference power of various
RLL codes. Simulation parameters: averaged over 2000 iterations, clutter model is
composed of 1 : 1 energy ratio of static and spread-Doppler, clutter bandwidth is

  5 Hz, no noise added.

non-negligible Doppler effect, which is a result of longitudinal velocity with respect

to the reader.

For the initial step, where range is unknown, data stream can be still recovered

with no data loss; The receiver records the sampled signal for the duration it takes

for time delay estimation processing. Then, it can re-feed the samples and start

process the communication with the correct time-delay.

4.4.1 Waveform coding and time-delay estimation setup

Waveform encoding is straightforward, as the sinusoidal carrier is modulated accord-

ing to the chosen phase or frequency code.

At the receiver, the first two steps are identical to those described in the com-
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width of various RLL codes. Simulation parameters: averaged over 5000 itera-
tions, clutter model is composed of 1 : 1 energy ratio of static and spread-Doppler,
Es{Pclutter � �20 dB, no noise added.

munication processing (see section 4.3.3): The sinusoidal carrier is removed using

a conjugate copy of the carrier used for the transmitted signal. Then the received

signal is subtracted from a delayed copy of itself exactly one pulse duration apart Tp

using an analog delay-line. Alternatively, this step can be done digitally but with

limited receiver dynamic range because of sampling the strong clutter along with the

tag relatively weak signal.

Next, time-delay estimation is performed based on cross-correlation between the

reader’s transmitted interrogation signal and the backscattered signal from the RF

tag. Time-delay is estimated by choosing maximum likelihood or the time-delay

associated with the peak of the cross-correlation output.
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Figure 4.10: A comparison of robustness to spread-Doppler self-interference clutter
together with additive white Gaussian noise. Z-axis represents the BER. Simulation
parameters: averaged over 100 iterations, clutter model is composed of 1 : 1 energy
ratio of static and spread-Doppler,clutter bandwidth is   5 Hz.

Once time-delay is estimated, the receiver demodulates the waveform code from

the received signal with the correct time-delay shift. After that step, the signal
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contains the tag modulation and can be processed further to extract the tag message

(sec. 4.3.3).

Conversion from time-delay to range is straightforward as it is based on the linear

transformation between time-delay and range r � c�τ{2, where c is speed of light and

τ is the two-way time delay from the tag. This work will use the terms time-delay

estimation and ranging interchangeably, while they are effectively equivalent in the

scope of this work.

4.4.2 Time-delay estimation analysis

Radar signal design theory studies different waveform codes with respect to their

ability to estimate time-delay given parameters such as coherence time, Rayleigh

resolution, peak sidelobe level and Doppler resilience. The ambiguity function is the

standard tool that is used for such evaluation (see Levanon and Mozeson (2004)).

From a system design perspective, the choice of the reader’s interrogation waveform

can determine desired range estimation properties, for example prioritizing resolution

over peak sidelobe level.

Naturally, longer coherence time (i.e. more pulses in the correlated pulse train)

will perform well against random noise that is averaged over many pulses, or random

modulation from tag (as discussed later in following sections). However, longer

coherence time also needs to take into account drifts in tag clock φ and movement

of the tag that can cause errors in the time-delay estimation.

By using continuous pulse train, the time-delay estimation is limited by the ability

to distinguish between returns coming from different pulses. The resulting ambigu-

ity is between time-delays that are with integer additions of the pulse duration Tp.

An unambiguous time-delay estimation is achievable if the time-delay is bounded by

�Tp{2 ¤ τ̂ ¤ Tp{2. As seen, the choice of Tp is key to determine the unambiguous

range and should be considered to suite a specific use case. Translation into unam-
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biguous range yields � cTp
4
¤ r̂ ¤ cTp

4
, where c is the speed of light. For example, a

pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of 5 Khz (or Tp of 200 µsec) gives an unambiguous

range of 15 Km, which is suitable for certainly indoor and other mid-range use cases.

4.4.3 The effect of tag modulation on time-delay estimation

Two aspects make time-delay estimation in backscatter communication unique. First,

the tag modulation alters the backscattered signal, thus distorting the interrogation

waveform code besides the usual time-delay and Doppler shift. Second, implement-

ing a key part of the clutter filtering at the receiver front end (i.e. pulse subtraction

or NRZI reverse mapping) is causing phase mirror impairment that is also impacting

the reflected waveform signal. To demonstrate that, examine the subtraction of two

unit circle complex numbers that each represents some PSK constellation point, e.g.

BPSK with alphabet te0, ejπu.

r � ejx1 � ejx2 � ejx1 � ejpx2�πq (4.19)

Then the outcome of that term can take the following values

r �

$''&
''%

2e0 if x1 � 0 and x2 � π
2ejπ if x1 � π and x2 � 0
0 if x1 � π and x2 � π
0 if x1 � 0 and x2 � 0

(4.20)

As one can see, some resulting phase terms contribute a ejπ phase rotation (or mir-

roring) to the envelope signal that is mixed with. Phase contribution of e0 would

be transparent to the envelope signal and the two other contributions will zero the

envelope signal. Assuming a uniformly distributed random bit stream, the amount

of phase-mirrored samples would be 25%.

Now, we apply this mathematical analysis to the time-delay estimation problem.

We start by examining the phase term of a received signal right after the subtraction

operation at the receiver front end. We assume a BPSK reader interrogation range
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code (such as a Barker code) and a BPSK modulating tag. The phase of the received

signal is affected by: τm - time-delay modulo the sinusoidal carrier wave period and

φ - tag - Reader clock phase difference. Both are assumed to be constant (time

invariant) unknowns during the processing duration.

ejzejτmrejφpejy1 � ejy2qs � ejzpejy1 � ejy2�πqejpτm�φq (4.21)

where ejz is the reader waveform code phase, ejτm is the phase contribution from

the time-delay modulo wavelength of the sinusoidal carrier, ejφ is tag - Reader clock

phase difference contribution, and ejy is the tag BPSK phase modulation, taking

phase values of 0 or π.

As we collect terms, it is possible to see that eτm�φ can be corrected by a standard

procedure of constellation rotation (see Thomas et al. (2012)). However by examining

the term ejzpejy1 � ejy2�πq one can see that a π phase shift can be contributed to

either a waveform phase code change z � π or from the tag symbols phase flip e.g.

y1 � π, y2 � 0. This creates an ambiguity about the cause of the phase flip, so the

reader cannot distinguish if it is a result of the tag modulation (and be reverted)

or the range coded waveform (and then it is needed for desired cross-correlation).

Cross-correlation with such modulated distorted signal ends up with poor results

and see Fig. 4.11. In following sections we show that for some combinations of

reader waveform code and tag modulations, this ambiguity can be resolved and the

waveform code z can be reconstructed to yield the desired cross-correlation.

4.4.4 Frequency waveform coded interrogation signals

We now consider two types of frequency modulated range coding: linear frequency

modulation (LFM) and Costas coding.

LFM is composed of a continuous phase signal sweep in frequency over some
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Figure 4.11: Symbols constellation demonstrates a phase mirror impairment. The
phase ambiguity is caused when a reader waveform code is using a bi-phase phase
shift-keying (BPSK) and RF tag is using BPSK as well.

bandwidth B. A single pulse is describes as

uptq � 1a
Tp

Πp t
Tp
qexppjπ B

Tp
t2q (4.22)

where Πptq is the rectangular function defined as

Πptq �
$&
%

0 if t ¤ �1
2

1 if � 1
2
¥ t ¤ 1

2

0 if t ¥ 1
2

(4.23)

Costas coded pulse is a set of M discrete frequencies that are sent according to

some order a, single frequency at a time for a chip duration tb (Tp �M � tb). A single

pulse of Costas can be described as Levanon and Mozeson (2004)

a � ta1, a2, .., aMu (4.24)

uptq � 1

sqrtpMtbq
M̧

m�1

uM rt� pm� 1qtbs (4.25)

where umptq �
"
exppj2π am

tb
tq, 0 ¤ t ¤ tb

0, elsewhere
(4.26)
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Unlike phase codes (as Barker or Golomb) that contain a discrete set of phases,

frequency modulated codes are made of a collection of frequencies with mostly a

continuous phase. The tag bi-phase modulation signal causes abrupt phase flips

of π that are destructive to discrete phase waveform code (see sec. 4.4.3), but do

not change in nature the continuous phase frequencies that constitute the frequency

modulated code.

We turn to examine the effect of tag modulation on Costas code. The reader is

sending frequencies from tej2πθ1t, . . . , ej2πθM tu and a BPSK tag is modulating with

symbols from alphabet te0, ejπu. The phase of the received signal after the pulse

subtraction operation at the receiver front end is similar to the term in eq. 4.21.

The difference is that now the term ejz is not a discrete phase, but rather a time

varying phase. Two consecutive time samples t1 and t2 are considered.

We assume a π phase jump in the sampled signal between t1 and t2, caused by

the subtraction between two tag symbols (e.g. y1 � π, y2 � 0). As a result, from t2

onwards the phase term will have an addition of π. Detailing the phase terms ζptq
at time samples before and after the phase jump:

ζpt0q � 2πθt0

ζpt1q � 2πθt1

ζpt2q � 2πθt2 � π

ζpt3q � 2πθt3 � π

Taking the instantaneous angular frequency defined as ωptnq � ζn�ζn�1

tn�tn�1
ptnq :

ωpt1q � 2πθ

ωpt2q � 2πθ � πFs

ωpt3q � 2πθ

we observe that we have a frequency discontinuity at t2.
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Now, instead of integrating back, we reconstruct the phase by multiplying with

time variable t

ωpt1q � t1 � 2πft1

ωpt2q � t2 � 2πft2 � πFst2

ωpt3q � t3 � 2πft3

where Fs is the receiver sampling rate.

The result is the original Costas signal when we removed the ongoing π phase

additions. Where a phase jump was, there will be now only a single sample with

signal discontinuity πFst, and all following samples onwards would not have that

π phase addition. Examining the phase discontinuity term a bit further shows that

it will contribute phase terms of π for odd samples, or 2π for even samples. On

average this means that in 50% of cases, the phase discontinuity amounts to actually

a continuity. On the other 50% these samples will cause some degree of degradation

in the cross-correlation.

We now turn to examine the cross-correlation overall term for all tag modulation

combinations. As shown in eq. 4.20, for modulation values of y1 � π, y2 � 0, the

term contribution value will be 2e0. For modulation values of y1 � 0, y2 � π, after

phase reconstruction as described, the term contribution value will also be 2e0 (with

discontinuities handles separately at the end), and for modulation values of y1 � y2,

after phase reconstruction, the term contribution value will be 0. We assume yi

are independent and identically distributed random variables with values taken from

BPSK constellation of te0, ejπu, hence we define r1m � pejy1 � ejy2�πq with respective

values

r1m �
"

2 with prob.= 1{2
0 with prob.= 1{2 (4.27)

So, it is possible to express the processed signal as

gptq � r1mptq � spt� τq (4.28)
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where sptq is the transmitted interrogation signal, r1m is the phase term contribution

from tag modulation after pulse subtraction at the front end and phase reconstruc-

tion.

We now turn to examining the time-delay estimation with the reconstructed

waveform. We consider the cross-correlation of coherent pulse train. In that case it

is justified to look at the expected value of the cross-correlation when the number

of coherent pulses is large enough. Expectation is taken with respect to the random

tag modulation

Etpspt1q � gpt1qqptqu � Et
8̧

m��8

s�pt1qgpt1 � tqu (4.29)

�
8̧

m��8

s�pt1qspt1 � τ � tqEtr1pt1 � tqu (4.30)

�
8̧

m��8

s�pt1qspt1 � τ � tqp1
2
� 2 � 1

2
� 0q (4.31)

� pf � gqptq (4.32)

where � stands for the cross-correlation

The result shows that the cross-correlation with the reconstructed waveform is

in general equivalent to the cross-correlation of an unmodulated coded waveform.

We now turn to examine the effect of the discontinuities described earlier on the

cross-correlation. Consider a modulating tag with symbol rate of M symbols per

pulse and Fs � Tp samples per pulse. Our analysis in eq. 4.20 shows that on average

only 25% of samples contribute phase mirroring, and 50% of those will contribute

π after our phase reconstruction processing as explained. Consequently the ratio of

distorted samples per pulse out of all samples per pulse is:

.5 � .25 �M
Fs � Tp (4.33)
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For example, a choice of M � 500, pulse reptetiton freq.� 1
Tp
� 5 Khz, Fs � 20 Mhz

gives a ratio of distorted cross-correlation samples of 3% which is relatively low

number.

The same mathematical derivation also applies to LFM waveform coding, with

similar results. When comparing previous methods of ranging with LFM, the method

described by Carlowitz et al. (2013) does not have unknown tag modulation effect.

This is achieved by using coding that trades data rate (1/2 code rate) with signal

energy concentrated at the range induced carrier. The amount of energy used for

ranging is therefore 50% of the signal. With the method proposed above, up to the

entire signal energy can be used for the purpose of ranging, which translate to 3 dB

increas in SNR terms of available energy for range estimation.

4.4.5 Asymmetric bi-phase waveform coded interrogation signals

Now, we examine another category of reader-tag codes combinations that can over-

come the phase mirror impairment caused from tag modulation. Consider an asym-

metric bi-phase te0, ejθu reader interrogation waveform code (such as a Golomb code)

and a BPSK modulating tag te0, ejπu. The phase of the received signal after the

subtraction operation at the receiver front end is similar to the term in eq. 4.21.

Similarly, the term eτm�φ can be corrected as suggested before. By examining the

term ejzpejy1 � ejy2�πq one can see now that a π phase shift is only attributed to a

tag symbols phase flip e.g. y1 � π, y2 � 0. Waveform phase code change of z are

asymmetric and will result in θ or π � θ phase shifts.

As can be seen in Fig. 4.12, the phase mirroring adds two more constellation

points that are exactly mirrored of the original constellation points. The analysis

for this case, as oppose to the phase mirroring in section 4.4.3, shows that the

constellation ambiguity is resolvable. The receiver can distinguish if the cause of the

phase flip is a result of the tag modulation or the waveform code by leveraging the
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asymmetry of the waveform code against the phase mirroring. Next, the receiver can

remap the lower half plane of the constellation (between π� θ
2

and 2π� θ
2
) to correct

for the random tag modulation phase mirroring effect. This is done by π rotation of

only the lower half plane.

As shown in eq. 4.20, for modulation values of y1 � y2, after remapping, the term

contribution value will be 2e0, for modulation values of y1 � y2, after remapping,

the term contribution value will be 0. We assume yi are independent and identically

distributed random variables with values taken from BPSK constellation of te0, ejπu,
hence we define r1m � pejy1 � ejy2�πq with respective values

r1m �
"

2 with prob.= 1{2
0 with prob.= 1{2 (4.34)

So, it is possible to express the processed signal as

gptq � r1mptq � spt� τq (4.35)

where sptq is the transmitted interrogation signal r1m is the phase term contribu-

tion from tag modulation after pulse subtraction at the front end and constellation

remapping.

We now turn to examining the time-delay estimation with the reconstructed/remapped

waveform. We consider the cross-correlation of coherent pulse train. In that case it

is justified to look at the expected value of the cross-correlation when the number

of coherent pulses is large enough. Expectation is taken with respect to the random
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tag modulation

Etpspt1q � gpt1qqptqu � Et
8̧

m��8

s�pt1qgpt1 � tqu (4.36)

�
8̧

m��8

s�pt1qspt1 � τ � tsEtrpt1 � tqu (4.37)

�
8̧

m��8

s�pt1qspt1 � τ � tqp1
2
� 2 � 1

2
� 0q (4.38)

� pf � gqptq (4.39)

where � stands for the cross-correlation

In sum, the remapping is able to reconstruct the waveform coded signal and

completely revert the tag modulation. This re-mapping of the constellation however

comes with a trade-off. When noise is involved, the receiver might make the wrong

re-mapping decision and cause a specific sample point to be mistakenly π phase

rotated from its correct location. This can be seen in Fig. 4.13 as the half plane

rotation threshold can be easily seen and reveal noisy samples that were mistakenly

π rotated. This phenomenon is more pronounced as the two constellation points

are closer to symmetry, coming into complete in-resolvability as seen with reader

symmetric BPSK as discussed earlier in section 4.4.3.

Consequently, the ability to use Golomb code rather than previously used LFM has

the benefit of reduced range sidelobes. For LFM the sidelobes are -13.5 dB lower than

the main lobe, where in Golomb, optimal zero sidelobes are achieved (see Levanon

and Mozeson (2004)).

4.4.6 Symmetric bi-phase waveform coded interrogation signals

We have seen that in backscatter communication clutter needs to be filtered first,

before range estimation or communication can be done. If the tag simply signals a

constant symbol, it will be filtered as it cannot be distinguished from the clutter.
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Figure 4.12: Symbols constellation demonstrates a phase mirror impairment. The
phase ambiguity is resolvable when a reader waveform code is using a asymmetric
bi-phase phase shift-keying (BPSK) and RF tag is using BPSK.

Therefore, the tag needs to signal some dynamic time-varying sequence. We have

seen however, that for a BPSK reader waveform code, a BPSK tag modulation causes

phase mirroring (see sec. 4.4.3).

We propose a quasi-cooperative code that will allow the receiver to reconstruct the

range coded waveform for cross-correlation. The coding method leverages quadrature

tag modulation and tag data rate. When the tag signals a quasi-cooperative sequence,

it comes on the expense of data that could have been signaled instead. We propose

to use time division sharing to allow trade-off between data rate and the cooperative

range coding. We use the term ’quasi’ as we assume the tag is not synchronized

with the reader and only knows the reader pulse duration Tp. The reader knows

respectively the tag modulation scheme.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.13: Simulation results of phase remapping for reader waveform using a
asymmetric bi-phase phase shift-keying (BPSK) Golomb15 code and RF tag is using
BPSK and random i.i.d symbols modulation. Additive white Gaussian noise at
SNR=30 dB. (a) Before receiver front end subtraction (b) After subtraction, notice
the increase of noise variance due to the subtraction operation. (c) After receiver
remapping.

Quasi-cooperative coding for time-delay estimation

The reader transmits BPSK coded waveforms. The tag signals a quasi-cooperative

sequence such that after the front end pulse subtraction at the receiver, the original

waveform coded pulses could be reconstructed.

A natural candidate for such a sequence that comes in mind for BPSK tags

symbols is the following alternating sequence

p�1,�1, ..,�1qloooooooomoooooooon
M

, p�1,�1, ..,�1qloooooooomoooooooon
M

, p�1,�1, ..,�1qloooooooomoooooooon
M

, ... (4.40)

where M is the number of symbols contained in a reader pulse. After the front

end subtraction, the output is the waveform code with some π phase rotation that

happens exactly at the tag time-delay during the pulse. This is a result of phase

mirroring when the tag changes symbols from pulse to pulse. This only happens

once in every pulse, compared with multiple phase flips that happens when the tag

signals a random modulation (see sec. 4.4.3). However, even this single phase flip

per pulse would still deteriorates the cross-correlation outcome. So, a key difference
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in the proposed method is that the waveform code is reconstructed without phase

flip.

Now, for the proposed method, a tag with quadrature phase symbols signals the

following sequence

p�j,�j, ..,�jqlooooooomooooooon
M

, p�1,�1, ..,�1qloooooooomoooooooon
M

, p�j,�j, ..,�jqlooooooomooooooon
M

, (4.41)

p�1,�1, ..,�1qloooooooomoooooooon
M

, p�j,�j, ..,�jqlooooooomooooooon
M

... (4.42)

This sequence would generate a π
2

phase shift from pulse to pulse, which creates

a stepped frequency modulation that would allow it to be distinguished from the

BPSK reader modulation.

The receiver has a front end pulse subtraction operation. Then the receiver

performs a complementary processing step to the tag sequence by taking a continuous

π
2

half complex plane rotation from pulse to pulse following the processing pattern

of

Ret�u,�Imt�u,�Ret�u, Imt�u, Ret�u, . . . (4.43)

The output is the desired reconstructed range coded waveform without any phase

mirror impairments, that will yield the desired cross-correlation. A visual step-by-

step timing diagram can be seen in Fig. 4.14 that follows the receiver processing of

such a quasi-cooperative sequence sent by a QPSK tag. One consideration is that

the complementary processing step produces 4-way ambiguity: The π
2

rotation at

the receiver can be rotating forward or backward and take the plus or minus sign.

This can be resolved by taking all 4 options and pick the highest peak from the

cross-correlation output.
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Figure 4.14: Time diagram of the signals at the receiver. The receiver has uncer-
tainty in time-delay τ and symbol phase φ, yet after processing the waveform code
is reconstructed.

Quasi-cooperative coding - data trade-off

At the receiver, a correlation with the transmitted range code allows time-delay

estimation, hence ranging. Time sharing ratio of data pulses and quasi-cooperative

range code pulses allows a trade-off between information rate and ranging error. The

higher the ratio of quasi-cooperative range code pulses sent, the better would be the

time-delay estimation. But this comes on the expense of less data pulses signaled.

Fig. 4.15 shows the time sharing concept with interleaved data and quasi-cooperative

ranging sequences.

Now we consider the cross-correlation output of a pulse train with total of N

pulses, where pN of them are mixed with quasi-cooperative range coded tag modu-

lation and p1 � pqN are mixed with random data tag modulation, where 0 ¤ p ¤ 1.

Considering the cross-correlation at zero delay, we can observe the contribution from

the pN pulses that are mixed with quasi-cooperative range code tag modulation

and the p1 � pqN pulses that are mixed with random data tag modulation. For

the pN pulses we effectively have the coded waveform, without distortions. The
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Figure 4.15: RF-tag embeds quasi-cooperative code sequences into data stream,
and allows time-sharing between data and ranging support sequences.

expected contribution for the cross-correlation is pNTp. For the p1� pqN pulses we

effectively have the coded waveform that are heavily affected by the phase mirroring

impairment. The expected contribution over independent and identically distributed

random tag symbols for the cross-correlation is 0 for large number of N , that follows

from averaging the outcome of eq. 4.20. Thus, the total contribution is attributed

to the quasi-cooperative coded pulses only.

Waveform code with non-optimal periodic autocorrelation

When considering ranging, the autocorrelation function (ACF) of the chosen inter-

rogation waveform code will determine the ranging performance. However, for pulse

trains there is a correlation interaction between neighboring pulses, so the periodic

autocorrelation function (PACF) is used instead. Some codes have desired ACF but

the PACF does not maintain those desired properties (e.g. Barker code). For these

codes, when the reader is interested in performing ranging, it can insert blank pulses

in between the range code, such that the autocorrelation of a pulse train will yield the

desired ACF. This however comes with a trade-off, during that ranging interrogation
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period, the blank pulses will not be able to carry back the tag modulation, which

translates into half of the data coming from the tag lost. It is possible to overcome

this loss if we consider adding redundancy in the tag messages modulation. After

time-delay is estimated, the reader continues to work with regular pulse train (no

blanks), since now the range code is merely a modulation that the reader can undo

with the time-delay estimation and be left with the tag symbols.

4.4.7 Ranging with frequency and phase coded interrogation signals - simulation
results

Simulation results in Fig. 4.16 demonstrate the difference between combination of

waveform code and tag modulation. Simulation used SNR of 0 dB with 4000 pro-

cessed pulses in a pulse-train, 4000 symbols per pulse and averaged over 100 itera-

tions. As expected Costas coding and Golomb coding with remapping/reconstructing

receiver performs well with tag random phase modulation. Barker code requires some

minimum ratio of quasi-cooperative pulses in order to maintain good time-delay es-

timation.

Simulation results in Fig. 4.17 demonstrate the difference between combination

of waveform code and tag modulation. Simulation used with 4000 processed pulses

in a pulse-train, 4000 symbols per pulse, 99% of data utilization and averaged over

100 iterations.
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Figure 4.16: A comparison of time-delay estimation error between different wave-
form coding as a function of the ratio of quasi-cooperative coding.
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Figure 4.17: A comparison of time-delay estimation error between different wave-
form coding as a function of SNR.
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5

Conclusions and Future Work

5.1 Conclusions

This work focused on two main challenges of backscatter communication: The strong

self-interference and spread Doppler clutter that mask the information-bearing signal

scattered from the transponder, and the measurement of the location of the backscat-

ter device that is negatively affected by both the clutter and the modulation of the

signal return.

This work proposed a channel coding framework for the backscatter channel lever-

aging a quasi-cooperative transponder and run-length limited coding to mitigate the

background self-interference and spread-Doppler clutter with only a small decrease

in the communication rate. The proposed method was generalized to both binary

phase-shift keying and quadrature-amplitude modulation and provides an increase

in rate by up to a factor of two compared with previous methods.

Additionally, this work analyzed the use of frequency modulation and bi-phase

waveform coding for the radar waveform for high precision range estimation of the

transponder location. Compared to previous methods, optimal range sidelobes are
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achieved.

A phase discriminating algorithm is proposed to make it possible to separate

the waveform coding from the communication coding, upon reception, and achieve

localization with increased signal energy by up to 3 dB compared with previous

reported results.

The joint communication-localization framework also enables a low-complexity

receiver design because the same radio is used both for localization and communica-

tion.

Simulations comparing the performance of different codes corroborate the the-

oretical results and offer a possible trade-off between information rate and clutter

mitigation as well as a trade-off between choice of waveform-channel coding pairs.

Experimental results from a brass-board microwave system in an indoor environment

are presented and discussed.

5.2 Future work - Optimal codes for backscatter communication chan-
nel

The RLL codes analyzed in this work were chosen to mitigate clutter and were cho-

sen based on their specific spectrum shape and their DC nulling. However, clutter

spectral distribution is unique for specific use cases of clutter and the RLL spec-

trum shaping did not optimally overlap with the clutter spectral distribution. An

optimal way would be to design codes that fit a very specific clutter distribution

(e.g. deep ocean surface). Such codes design framework exists (see Calderbank and

Mazo (1991)) and would require to adapt it to the Doppler domain with careful

consideration of the restricted alphabet of the tags.
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5.3 Future work - Multi-phase waveform codes for backscatter com-
munication

It is suggested to extend the current framework that allows all bi-phase waveform

codes, to include multi-phase codes as well. The effect of multi-phase modulation on

the receiver and the ability of the receiver to discriminate waveform code from the

tag modulation needs to be analyzed.
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